
Dear Friends, 

Within these pages, you will find information that will help you to live happily and in harmony with 

your dog.  One of our goals is to help you achieve the best possible relationship you can have with your 

dog while solving and preventing problems. There are sections about how to help your dog overcome 

fears he may have, how you can be a better leader and guardian of your dog, how to do basic training 

and much more.   

It is possible to achieve your goals.  The ball is now in your court!  (And we all know how much 

dogs love to fetch balls!) We hope you will take the time to read, understand and put into daily 

practice the information contained herein as well as what you learn in class and private 

sessions. 

While this handbook is designed as a supplement to your group class or private consultation, it 

is not intended to be a page-by-page instruction book.  As you know, each dog is different. 

Every situation is different.  Personal instruction, coaching and question and answer sessions 

are important, as is daily homework. Above all else, do what seems right and best for you…your 

dog is counting on you. Please contact us, or ask in class any questions that you may have, we 

are always happy to explain things further or share why we take one approach versus another.   

Please bring this book with you to class to refer to and get your homework assignments.  All 

students who move on from Puppy Charm School, wish to repeat any Puppy or Life Skills or 

Plus, or have been in Private Training and want to take any Puppy or Life Skills or Plus receive 

a $20 discount providing they still have their book and clicker. Use LOYAL20 at checkout 

(Does not apply to Practical Skills or RugRats! or workshop sessions.) This discount also 

applies to students who wish to have a private lesson at any time since taking a class.   

Our goal is to help you and your dog, that you may have a long, wonderful, enriching life 

together!  If you ever need help or have a question, now or at any time in the future, please do 

not hesitate to give us a call, or send a text or email. We also invite you to send us a quote, or a 

review, along with a picture of your dogs that we may post use as a testimonial on our website.  

We greatly appreciate your business and your referrals, which is to us the highest form of 

praise we can receive – your trust in us to help your friends and family with their dogs.   

Enjoy your dogs! 

 

Sincerely, 

Gayle 

 

 

Gayle Ballinger, CPDT-KSA and AKC CGC Evaluator 

Pawsitive Steps Dog Training, LLC  
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Training Equipment 
Using the right equipment can really make a difference in the dog’s behavior and success in training.  Because we use 

positive reinforcement, and avoid the use of aversives, we do not use, recommend or allow electronic collars, choke 

chains or pinch collars in class or sessions.  We are more than happy to go over and demonstrate your options and 

find the equipment that works best for you and your dog.  For classes and training sessions, please come prepared 

with: 
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1. Six (6) foot leash. A normal, static length, non-retractable, leash. NO “slinky” leashes, please. Buy your leash 

according to the size of your hand, not the size of your dog. Dolan’s Dog Doodads makes a few great 

walking leashes, our favorite is the Service Leash (handle at both ends!), the Cruiser (multi-function double 

clasp options) and always, the Hipster! We can get whatever sizes and colors you want. 

2. Buckle collar with dog tags. Please put as many phone numbers on your tags as possible! 

3. Wonder Walker Body Halter by Dolan’s Dog Doodad’s. Our recommendation for training, walking and even 

jogging with your dog, is that you use a “Made in Seattle” Wonder Walker. Not only are you supporting your 

own dog community and local small business, we also have the convenience of fast repairs should Your 

Puppy get ahold of it and chew it up. (Happens as often as think!)  Optional, acceptable equipment (which we 

don’t use or recommend very often because all things are not created equal!) includes the Gentle Leader Head 

Collar, Snoot Loop, Halti, Easy Walk Harness, Sensation Harness, Freedom Harness or NewTrix collar. 

While not all dogs need anything more than a regular buckle collar, we find most puppies do best in the 

Wonder Walker. If we think you and your dog would do better in something else, we will consult with you on 

our suggestions. Using the right equipment can make an enormous difference in your success and training.  

Our favorite choice for many reasons is the Dolan’s Dog Doodad’s Wonder Walker Body Halter. We are 

happy to demonstrate your options and fit your dog in the proper items to help you. You may borrow them 

during class to try before you buy!  Please ask during class for a fitting or if you need repairs.   

4. Treats! A ridiculous, enormous amount of SMALL, SOFT, SMELLY AND EASY-TO-SWALLOW TREATS. Bring 

more than you could possibly use, and then some!!! Bring cheese, peanut butter, bologna, hot dogs, and a 

variety of soft treats.  

5. A Hungry dog pays more attention! Bring your dog to training HUNGRY!! Bring dinner and feed during 

class! 

6. Car Strap or seat belt harness/restraint. You can get ticketed for an unrestrained animal, if not crated or seat 

belt restrained. NEVER HOOK A SEAT BELT RESTRAINT TO A NECK COLLAR! Car straps do work with the 

Wonder Walker. See below. 

7. Treat Pouch. Pockets just don’t work the same! Treat pouches are an investment in your success and make 

carrying things convenient (Clicker, bags, treats!) Some fanny-packs work well, too. It’s a comeback on the 

fashion and hey, your dog will love the extra space for a toy or a ball or…???) Most treat pouches fit great on 

the Hipster! Ask to see ours, we can order treat pouches, too! 

Note: For the safety of everyone, choke chains, prong collars, electronic collars and retractable leashes are not allowed 

in class or training sessions. We ask that you do not use any of these and to discuss with us if you ever feel like you 

might want to! We need to know to help! Please, talk to us if you need anything. 

Why do we love the Wonder Walker? 

The Wonder Walker is a positive management tool designed to help your dog from pulling 

while learning to walk on a loose leash. Five adjustment points allows the Wonder Walker™ 

Body Halter© to easily fit dogs from the small to tall.  The Wonder Walker™ Body Halter© 

is available with the back straps in an assortment of colors.   It may also be used as a Seat Belt 

Harness with a Car Strap attachment.  Made locally in Seattle, the Wonder Walker is easily 

repaired should your dog chew through a strap (we recommend you take it off your dog when 

not in use) and customizations are easily made when needed. 
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How the Wonder Walker Works  

The halter places control of your dog around his center of gravity rather than his head or neck. This method moves 

the training cues from the head and neck to the dog’s body. This utilizes a dog’s instinctive 

push/pull reflex called the opposition reflex - a dog's natural inclination is to move toward 

pressure. This reflex is why so many dogs pull while on leash — as you pull, they pull back. 

However, by attaching your leash to the chest ring, the pressure you apply is directed to the 

opposite side of their body by the girth strap. Your dog’s leash now allows you to persuasively 

guide your dog in the direction you want him to move. Unlike head halters, the Wonder Walker™ 

Body Halter© requires little or no acclimation time. Unlike choke collars, it does not cross the 

trachea so the airway cannot be compressed. Unlike prong collars which are supposedly  designed 

to imitate another dog's bite, it does not poke or provoke your dog so there is no potential for 

causing pain or injuring his skin. It is particularly important that puppies and frightened, reactive or aggressive dogs do 

not associate pain in the presence of what they are afraid of or unfamiliar with.  Using a pain-inducing device will 

frequently (inevitable and eventually) make problems worse, not better. 

 With minimal pressure, the Wonder Walker™ Body Halter© diminishes common pulling behaviors and helps 

eliminate jumping and lunging while on leash. Walking your dog becomes a pleasure rather than a chore. When used 

while training young dogs, pulling behavior may be eliminated from the beginning.  

Car Straps & Dog Seat-Belts 

Dogs actually feel more secure when they’re secured.  This can help alleviate car sickness and 

stress problems. Use of crates, when they are tied down, provide the most security.  There 

are also many seat belt attachments available, which can be used with “booster” 

seats for small dogs, which offer protection for your dog as well.  Please talk to us 

about options so your dog doesn’t end up imitating a bug on the inside of 

your windshield.  

If you use the Wonder Walker Body Harness, seat belt attachment is easy 

and safe with the seat belt clip!  Car Straps are available at class and using 

them with your Wonder Walker Body Halter also prevents your dog from jumping out of the car when you open the 

door.  Simply attach your leash to his chest before unsnapping the seat belt clip from his back and your dog is never 

off leash!  No hassles with changing harnesses and you’re ready to go in a moment’s notice! 

It can also save you a hefty fine with law enforcement, as dogs are subject to laws that require they be confined and or 

secured in a vehicle.  Laws vary by state and institution. 

NOTE: We recommend the Dolan’s Dog Doodads Wonder Walker Body Halter.  Please bring your 

dog to class on your current equipment and try the Wonder Walker on us during class before you 

buy any other equipment.     

ThunderShirts 

ThunderShirts are beneficial to dogs with anxiety as well as hyperactivity.  The ThunderShirt fits 

snugly around your dogs chest and has a soothing effect which has helped thousands of dogs.  If 

your dog is barky, overstimulated, fearful, timid, shy, or any combination thereof, we recommend 

you get a ThunderShirt and put it on your dog before class, with the Wonder 

Walker on top of it. You can get a lot more information online at www.ThunderShirt.com 

http://www.thundershirt.com/
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Rescue Remedy 

This flower essence product is all natural and one we frequently recommend to clients. It is available online, at Super 

Supplements and most pet stores.  Be sure to get the pet version, although it really doesn’t matter, except the human 

kinds may be preserved in brandy instead of a vegetable base. 

Class Curriculum 

Week One 

Discussion: Overview of dog training, techniques, tips and science 

Read: Training Overview, TOUCH, LET’S GO, NAME GAME, SIT, To COME or Not to COME   

Practice at home: Charge your Clicker, Observation Exercise, TOUCH, NAME GAME, SIT, To COME or Not to 

COME and LET’S GO – walking always on a loose leash. 

Socialize: with 25 people of all ages and types (at home and away.) 

Go twenty (20) new places and practice your homework! Practice in short sessions (2 minutes) with lots of play 

breaks! Practice at least 30 minutes per person per day. 

Bring to class every week: your dog, a six-foot leash and collar your clicker, a treat pouch with lots of treats 

(approximately 2-3 cups of various flavors of “soft, small, smelly & swallowable” treats) and your dog’s favorite toy.  

 ****Also bring any forms or payments you may have forgotten on Week One.****  

Week Two 

Discussion: Socialization, LET’S GO, COME, SIT, SIT for Greetings, SIT for Leash 

Read: DOWN, COME, SIT, SIT for Leash 

Practice at home: LET’S GO, TOUCH, DOWN, COME, SIT, WATCH ME, SIT for Leash & Greetings 

Socialize: with 25 friendly dogs of all ages and types. 

Week Three 

Discussion: Resource Guarding, Interactive Toys, Barking, HEEL, DOWN, SIT STAY vs. WAIT 

Read: SIT for Leash, HEEL, COME, STAY vs. WAIT 

Practice at home: TOUCH, WATCH ME, LET’S GO, COME, DOWN, LET’S GO, SIT, SIT for Leash and 

Greetings, HEEL and SIT STAY. (NOTE: Practice DOWN, not DOWN STAY this week.  Practice SIT STAY this 

week.) 

Socialize: with 25 unique objects (garbage truck, broom, umbrella, skate board, ladder, etc.) 

Week Four 

Discussion: Handling, Husbandry, Problem Preventions, Automatic SIT at HEEL 

Read: TAKE and GIVE, LEAVE IT, Ring of Fire, Automatic SIT at HEEL 

Practice at home: LET’S GO, TOUCH, COME with SIT/Collar TOUCH, SIT, SIT for Leash, SIT for Greetings, 

WATCH ME, DOWN, DOWN STAY, SIT STAY, HEEL, LEAVE IT, Ring of Fire and a Trick for Graduation. 

Socialize: with lots of unique places (long staircases, pet stores, beaches, Home Depot, etc.) 
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Bring to Week Five: Several of your dog’s favorite toys or special treats to work on COME with Distractions. 

Week Five 

Read: DOWN from Distance, DOWN from Stand, 30 Minute DOWN STAY, COME with Distractions 

Practice at home:  Trick for Graduation Class, DOWN from Distance, 30 Minute DOWN 

STAY, DOWN and SIT STAYs, WAIT, LEAVE IT, HEEL with auto-SIT, COME with 

Distractions, WATCH ME, TOUCH, and LET’S GO. 

Socialize: Socialize, socialize, socialize! Have fun and “Go Play!” 

Week Six  Graduation!!!!  Congratulations! You did it!!! 

This week we do the AKC STAR Puppy Evaluation, play games and have fun and show off your 

tricks and all your new skills! Hint: You will need a poop baggie and your dog should have a 

collar tag ID on them for the STAR Puppy exam. 

Goals for Graduation  

WATCH ME: 5 seconds of eye contact in response to name or cue.  Distraction: people or dogs within 5 feet, indoor 

or outdoor. 

TOUCH: up to 5 Touches while moving for one Click and Treat. Distraction: Person or dog interacting within 5 feet, 

inside or outside. 

LET’S GO:  Walk loosely on leash with and without distractions, indoors and outside, at pet store, vet office, etc. 

HEEL (Advanced) Dog walks beside you (shoulder to leg) not ahead nor behind, sitting without being asked when 

you come to a stop. 

SIT and DOWN: Responds correctly to both verbal and hand signal without lure. Guardian does not repeat cue.   

SIT for Greetings: Automatically sits while approached by a person and offered a treat. 

SIT for Leash: SIT calmly while you attach collar, harness and leash. 

COME: Runs to you upon cue and sits closely so you may grab the collar. 

STAY: Does not move regardless of distractions, building distance and duration around distractions.. 

LEAVE IT: Leaves treats, food, garbage, laundry, etc 

STAR: meet all requirements and pass the AKC STAR Puppy Evaluation (under 1 year of age) 

What is Training? 

Do you want a “well-behaved” dog?  Do you desire to have a “well-trained” dog? The following 

sections will cover in detail how to achieve your goals.  To make this easier to apply and understand, 

we need to ask two questions.  What is a “Behavior?” and What is “Training?”   

Being well-behaved entails your dog knowing what behaviors to do in a given situation, what manners 

are allowed, what actions are appropriate and what NOT to do. They learn this through trial-and-error and through 

training.  Training takes the guesswork out of it for the dog and allows them to make good choices.  But before we go 

down that road, let’s take a moment and talk about “Behavior”.  A behavior is defined as anything an organism does 

or can do.  While we commonly think of behaviors (good and bad) as things like jumping, sitting, coming when called, 

barking, digging, lying DOWN, etc.  However, that is a very limited amount of behaviors.  A behavior is anything you, 

your dog, your cat, your fish, etc., can do and entails things like eating, sleeping, sneezing and yawning.  We talk about 

this, because when you are training, your dog is often giving you a lot of behaviors, most of which we ignore because 

we don’t find them relevant, but to your dog they may be.  In other words, think beyond the good or bad behavior 

you’re focused on and observe how many behaviors your dog displays.  
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Homework assignment #1 all Classes:  Sit quietly with a note pad for 3 minutes and write down as 

many behaviors you see your dog do.  Everything counts. 

So now that you’ve expanded your outlook on behavior, how do we train the dog? 

 Training is the process of reinforcing behavior with the goal being to increase the probability that the behavior will be 

repeated.  It is up to the Trainer to distinguish what behaviors are desired, then teach the dog to repeat them when 

they are appropriate.  Remember, dogs are always learning, whether you are “training” them at the moment or not.  

Unfortunately, many people (unknowingly) train their dogs to do things they do not desire.  Fortunately, this can be 

avoided and reversed with proper training and keen awareness.  

“REMEMBER, IF YOU DO NOT MAKE THE CONSCIOUS CHOICE TO BE THE TRAINER… 

YOU ARE BY DEFAULT, THE TRAINEE.” 

The Art & Science of Dog Training 

Dogs do things that work.  Their actions, behaviors and choices are made based on the laws of cause and effect and 

whether it is safe or dangerous to do so.  Contrary to popular myth, dogs are not out to “Please Us”.  They are 

opportunists. They want what they want and are always trying to figure out how to get what they want. A dog’s desire 

(or lack thereof) to “Please You” should not to be confused with the amount of Love or Acceptance they have for 

you, which dogs give abundantly.   

What’s In It For Me?  Just like humans evaluate and make decisions based on what’s in it for them, dogs tune into 

the station WIFM “What’s In It For Me?” and make choices that they hope will get them what they want.  Sometimes 

getting what they want “Pleases You” and sometimes it does not.  There is some motivation for your dog to want to 

“Please You” – if you in return give up more good things to your dog; however that is not necessarily their first 

consideration when making decisions. However, recognizing and rewarding their good choices (when they do Please 

You) may weigh more in your favor in future decisions and certainly won’t cause any harm.   

 

Safe vs. Dangerous?  Dogs also view their world as “Safe” or “Dangerous”. Dog’s don’t ask themselves, “Will 

eating this piece of hotdog on the table please my person?” when faced with temptation.  They decide if it is safe to 

eat the hotdog (i.e. you’re not there to stop them) or dangerous – they’ll get caught.  Hence, they proceed if they want 

it and if it is safe.  There are four common reactions to this question, if they perceive danger:  

FREEZE:  Often subtle and missed by an untrained eye, the Freeze is usually an immediate response. 

FOOL AROUND: Often very dependent on personality, some dogs act goofy, lie DOWN (quietly or not) 

making themselves smaller, and hence less of a threat. Some dogs will play bow, turn (intentionally looking 

away or playfully)or offer other play initiating behaviors. 

FLIGHT: actually flee by distance, placing an object (You, car, shrub, bike, etc.) between themselves and the 

perceived threat. 

FIGHT: When all else fails… unfortunately, over time as this gains some success, then it becomes a more go-

to response. The good news is, that with training, consistency and preparedness, we can do a lot to help calm 

the fight response into a safer response. 

 

 

Classical and Operant Conditioning techniques are both used in training. Classical conditioning is forming an 

association between two stimuli, such as the clicker sound promises a treat.  Operant Conditioning is forming an 

association between a behavior and a consequence. 
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The Law of Cause and Effect:  I do “B”, then “C” happens… a “consequence” which can be good or bad from the 

viewpoint of the dog.   

 

There are different kinds of consequences that happen in life. Good things and Bad things, which may affect behavior 

greatly, somewhat, slightly or not at all.  Good things can a) begin and b) end; Bad things can a) begin and b) end.  

Your dog is constantly trying to begin the good and end the bad, avoid ending the good and avoid beginning the bad.  

 

Words like “Rewards” and “Reinforcement” are used to describe the Good things, intended to make a behavior 

stronger.  Likewise, “Punishment” and “Aversive” are words used to describe Bad things, intended to weaken a 

behavior. Terms such as Positive Reinforcement (R+), Negative Reinforcement (R-), Positive Punishment (P+) and 

Negative Punishment (P-) are used by trainers and scientists to determine how consequences are designed to affect 

behaviors.   

 Reinforcement 

(Increases Behavior) 

Punishment 

(Decreases Behavior) 

Positive 

(Something is added to the  

animal’s environment) 

“R+”   

Add “Good Consequence” to 

increase behavior 

“P+”  

Add “Bad Consequence”  to 

decrease behavior 

Negative 

(Something is removed from the 

animal’s environment) 

“R-“   

Remove “Bad Consequence” to 

increase behavior.  

“P-“ 

Remove “Good Consequence”  

to decrease behavior  

 

When neutral things occur, they, in theory, have little or no effect on behavior. That’s not to say that is always the 

case… When absolutely nothing occurs, it is possible to apply the principles used for extinction to get rid of a 

behavior. (See Extinction under Getting Rid of Unwanted Behaviors.) But since we don’t live in a vacuum, there are 

always things occurring, whether they have an effect on the behavior depends on how the dog interprets it. We can, 

however control our responses to have no real effect on the situation. 

 

All consequences must be immediate and consistent (think “Sneaky” dog!) in order to effect a change on behavior.  
You cannot delay a consequence, good or bad, and expect a dog to associate it with what you are thinking of.  It does 
not work that way.  (ex: Dogs do not feel guilt. If you came home glaring at me, I might look pitiful and try to assuage 
your anger, too.) The good and bad consequences will end up being associated with other things present at the 
moment of the consequence as well as affecting the behavior.  Consequences are only “Good” or “Bad” as viewed by 
the trainee, not the being issuing the consequence.  For example, your child gets an A on his report card. You give her 
a candy bar that is her favorite, a good consequence, but if you gave her liver, and if she disliked liver, the liver would 
be a bad consequence. Meanwhile, to the dog whom she slips the liver to when you are not looking, liver is a good 
consequence, if the dog likes liver. 
 
If any of this confuses you, don’t let it bother you, simply remember this: You have complete control of the resources 
your dog wants.  Simplify what that means, ask a simple yes or no question: Did my Dog like that and does he want 
more of it?  If you think the answer is yes, then you have found something he will work for. If not, then try something 
else.  Also, your dog will be interested in different things at different times, and what works at home when nothing is 
happening, is not necessary going to hold up when a squirrel runs by during a STAY or a COME.  
 
It is up to you to choose to utilize rewards.  You have the power! To clarify which behavior you like and are 
rewarding, we recommend you use a marker signal, such as a clicker with your dog, or an enthusiastic word such as 
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“Click!” or “YES!”.  Focus on giving/beginning the “Good Things” as your primary means for reinforcing behaviors 
you like.  
 
Being a fair, clear and consistent leader and teacher is your right and responsibility; however, there is a lot of mis-
information out today that says you have to “Be the Boss” or “the Alpha” or “Pack Leader”.  While being a good 
leader is important, our method of teaching doesn’t rely on tactics of “dominance.”  We simply want to teach the dog 
how to make good choices so he can earn what he wants in life.  After all, don’t we all feel that way?  Who wants to 
work for a domineering boss at their job?  
 

Getting Rid of Unwanted Behaviors 

While our focus is always on what the dog did right and teaching him to do it again, there are times when your dog is 

doing something you don’t like and you need to decide how to end that behavior or create a new one in its place.  The 

following is an interpretation from Karen Pryor’s fabulous book “Don’t Shoot the Dog!”  You will see that the top 5 

behaviors are actually using a positive technique to change the behavior.  This is what we want you to focus on.  

Often, we use them in combinations.  The remaining 3 methods are not so pleasant and are to be avoided.  Often, as 

a society we tend to go to punishment of the behavior because many of us were raised that way by our parents, 

teachers, etc, or because it makes us “feel” like we have done something to right a wrong.  Punishment in fact is often 

misused and has little or no effect on the behavior while damaging the relationship with the dog.  For your benefit 

and understanding, we have enclosed the Eight Rules of Punishment as recorded by Steve and Jen White of Rivendale 

Learning Center, Woodinville, WA, www.i2ik9.com.  You may need to try different techniques before you find one 

that works.  Keep in mind that it is crucial to teach the dog what you want them TO DO!  If you focus on the 

unwanted behavior, you often have a dog that eventually understands you do not want something, but still has no idea 

what you do want!   
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Method Meaning 

Change the motivation. Identify the behavior (not the reason why) and stop reinforcing it; instead find 

something that you can reinforce that replaces or prevents the behavior. 

Reinforce the absence 

of the behavior. 

Reward everything the dog does that is not the undesired behavior. Remember, 

there are lots of behaviors going on.  Go back and review “Behaviors” for ideas 

Train an incompatible 

behavior. 

Teach the dog to do something that makes it impossible for him to do the 

undesirable behavior.  (Ex: DOWN STAY when doorbell rings to prevent jumping 

at the door.) 

Put the behavior on 

cue.  (Then stop cueing 

the behavior.) 

Train the animal to do the behavior using clicker training, get it solid then add a 

cue… then almost never give the cue for the behavior.  Yes! Train your dog to do 

the behavior when you ask for it!  Then rarely ask for itl 

Extinction.  Think of 

extinguishing the 

behavior. 

Let the behavior die on its’ own.   If a behavior, which previously had been 

reinforced, stops being reinforced in all ways, the given behavior will extinguish 

once the animal is convinced he will never get reinforced for that behavior again. 

Be warned, the behavior will get worse before it ceases. This is called the 

Extinction Burst and can be quite significant. When deciding if extinction will 

work, you must analyze all ways in which the dog may be getting reinforced. To a 

dog barking out of boredom or loneliness, the barking itself is reinforcing.  A dog’s 

barking to get your attention, to be let out of his crate, etc., may be extinguished, 

but not if you in any way acknowledge hearing him. 

Terminate the 

relationship.   

Re-home the dog, divorce the spouse, fire the employee, etc.  This guarantees you 

will never have to deal with the offending behavior from that particular animal 

again.   

Negative 

Reinforcement 

This does not mean doing something unpleasant when the animal offends; it 

means to remove something unpleasant when the dog does it right. 

Punishment Do something the animal finds unpleasant when the behavior occurs.  Often the 

biggest result of using punishment is that the punisher feels better because they 

“did something” about the problem.  

 

 Unfortunately, it rarely is effective on truly stopping the behavior nor does it do 

anything to teach your dog what to do instead! 
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Yelling, “Bad Dog!”  Should You Use Punishment? 

Punishment is intended to effect a behavior in such a way that it suppresses the given behavior, making it less likely to 

occur. However, it does not teach your dog what TO DO! 

Examples: Yelling (“Bad Dog!”), throwing things, shock collars/fences, choke/prong collars, slip collars, squirt 

bottles, withholding something they want, etc. 

Note:  This generally makes the “punisher” feel better (release anger, frustration, etc.) and leads to increasing 

punishment tactics. 

The fall-out of punishment  

Dog may become callous to punishment (build resistance). 

Creates fear, distrust and destroys bonds 

Dog may associate punishment with trainer presence. 

May cause physical or psychological pain to your Best Friend. 

It fails to get the job done. 

Creates “sneaky” dogs. (i.e. dog gets into garbage only when you’re not around) 

 Temporary at best. 

Suppresses behavior, dog less likely to try a good behavior due to fear of punishment. 

Hard to gauge appropriate intensity. 

Difficult to have perfect timing and consistency. 

Dogs don’t get “Don’t”, they do understand “Do”. 

Does not teach desired behavior. 

The Eight Rules of Punishment 

Thank you to Steve & Jen White, www.i2ik9.com, Rivendale Learning Center, Woodinville, WA for allowing us to 

sharing this. 

1. The punishment must be something the animal dislikes and something the animal does not expect; 

2. The punishment must suppress the unwanted behavior, otherwise it’s just plain abuse; 

3. The punishment must be of the perfect intensity. Too much and the dog will shut down. Too little and the 

dog develops resistance to punishment; 

4. The punishment must happen immediately after the behavior; 

5. The punishment must be associated with the behavior, not you!  Otherwise your presence is a signal that 

punishment may occur, and your absence is one that it will not. The result? Creating a “sneaky” dog.  

6. The punishment must happen every time the behavior occurs. Otherwise, you may put the undesirable 

behavior on a variable schedule and make it even tougher to break; 

7. There must be an alternative for the dog. Give him an opportunity to perform an acceptable behavior in 

order to escape or avoid the punishment; 

8. Punishment must never be used to the extent that punishment outweighs reinforcement … from the dog’s 

perspective.  

 

http://www.i2ik9.com/
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The Basic Clicker Steps 

Pawsitive Step One: CLICK!  

If you like it, you can click it! 

What’s a Marker Signal? 

This is a simple, very effective way of telling the dog exactly what he did that earned him a reward.  It “marks” the 

behavior at the moment it happens to communicate what the treat he receives is for. 

The clicker makes a unique sound which is a guarantee of a treat to the dog.   Clicked or marked behaviors are 

repeated as the dog wants to earn more rewards.  It is up to you to keep your dog interested in playing our silly little 

game, which means it must be worthwhile to play from his viewpoint. 

Always treat after you click!  Imagine you are in a jet plane on your way to Hawaii.  The clicker regulates the fuel for 

the jet.  If you click then deliver a treat, you are flying with good fuel economy.  If you click and do not deliver a treat, 

you have just dumped half of the fuel necessary to carry you to your destination out of the tank.  If you click again 

and do not treat, you dump half of your remaining fuel out.  Your clicker, or fuel tank, is now dangerously low on fuel 

and cannot carry you to your destination.   It is important to keep the promise of the click, by always delivering a treat, 

even if you click accidentally. 

NOTE:  If you wish to just GIVE your dog a treat, do not click.  Clicks should be contingent on behaviors.  Only 

click when your dog does something you want repeated.  Make the click meaningful or it will lose meaningfulness.  

Ask yourself, can the dog relate the click to his actions?  

Box clickers , like the one you get in class, actually stimulates the amygdala in the dog’s brain which is in the limbic 

system – the part that does memory and cognition. However, you can CLICK a ball point pen, the leash snap, or 

make your own unique sound. 

“Click!” or “YES!” 

A secondary marker signal, such as the word “Click” or an emphatic “YES!”, “YAY!” or “Bingo” (or other distinctive 

word) can be used as a back-up for when you do not have access to a clicker.  Instead of clicking, mark behaviors with 

“CLICK!!” then follow up with a treat, just like when you click. Do not use “Good” or “Good dog!” as a marker 

signal, as you probably say it frequently when you are not intending to mark a behavior.   

Charging the Clicker 

Have your clicker in one hand and treats nearby.  Click once, and then deliver a treat to your dog.  Repeat. Do not 

reach for the treat until after you click!!! Do this for 5 minutes, take a break and do it again.  Your dog should now 

associate the clicker with the treats and you can begin training.  If your dog is afraid of the clicker, please call us.  

Quieter clickers are available and with a bit of repetition and fun, your dog will soon love his clicker!  You may forego 

the clicker and just use “Yes!” or “Yay!” or “Bingo!” or another distinctive word.  Please charge both your clicker and 

your “YES!” word separately so you are always ready, whether you have a clicker on you or not. 

How’s This Clicker Thing Done? 

Click any behavior or action you would like to see repeated.    

You first teach the behavior you want before giving it a name (command word or hand signal).  So at first you are 

pretty silent during this process. Just be quiet and still, observing your dog’s behavior.  Click what you like; the dog 

will figure out quickly what you are clicking.     

Click, DURING the desired behavior, not after. 

Pause, then Reach for the treat AFTER you have clicked 
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Treat can be delivered: 

 Directly to the dog 

 Dropped on the ground (away so the dog has to move to get it) 

 Tossed to the dog to catch 

Keeping your treat hand still before the click, dispense the treat as quickly as possible so you can do another 

repetition. Try to vary the delivery times slightly after the clicks so the dog does not see a pattern.   

Getting Behaviors to Happen 

Capturing and shaping are my favorite ways to get behaviors because they require the most thought from the dog.  

People tend to be dependent upon lures, so I caution you to use them sparingly and when using modeling, never put 

pressure on your dog’s back, neck or spine or do anything that may cause physical harm to your dog. 

“CAPTURING” 

See a behavior you would like to have repeated?  Click it!  A “behavior” can be anything your dog does… sitting, lying 

DOWN, approaching you, sneezing, spinning, play bowing, touching an object or even delivering the ball.  If you 

merely observe your dog, you have the opportunity to click hundreds of desired behaviors every day!    

 “SHAPING” 

See something that looks like something you want?  Did the dog take a “step in the right direction”?  Start there, build 

on that!  Know what your end result will look like, but don’t worry about getting there.  What small part can the dog 

do now that gets you started in that direction?  That is where you start and only practice that until the dog is 

proficient, at which point, you set a slightly higher criteria, which means enduring another pause while the dog is 

frustrated, but will eventually offer something more to you. 

 “LURING” 

Using a toy or food treat to guide the dog into the physical position you want.  When luring, it is easy to fall into the 

pattern of doing the work for the dog.  If you cannot get the behavior from capturing or shaping and want to lure it, 

get rid of the lure as quickly as possible, usually after the 2nd or 3rd try.  You want the dog offering the behavior to 

you.  You may have to endure a long pause while the dog thinks things through, and you may need to lure it once 

again, but keep your lures to a minimum.  

 “MODELING” 

Modeling is the act of physically placing the dog’s body into the position you want.  You are doing all the work here, 

the dog is doing nothing.    Always be gentle when handling your dog.  Touch sometimes turns the dog’s brain off, so 

this is a less favorable way to get what you want.  After all, if someone touches your bottom, does it make you think, 

“Hey, I should SIT.”  ??? 

Homework Tips 

Begin in a quiet environment. Quiet for you and for the dog, with very few if any distractions.  You can make it 

harder when your dog has figured out how to play our silly little game.   

Remember to remain quiet yourself; you don’t need to be overly chatty with your dog.   

Do not use cues until you have the behavior happening the way you want consistently.   

Click Then Treat 

“Click for action, pay in position.”  The click tells him what was right. Sometimes it is helpful to deliver the 

treat where the dog was when you clicked him  For example, you want your dog to walk next to you and you click 

during a step where the dog is walking nicely beside you and deliver the treat at this place (right along the outer pant 

seam) You are developing HEEL. However, if you give it to the dog wherever the dog happens to be standing by the 
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time you get a treat out, you are missing an opportunity to reinforce the HEEL position.  The dog learns to walk 

beside you because that’s where the treats come from.   

“Click and toss.” Just as often, you may want to toss the treat out of reach so the dog has to get up and move. This 

makes it easy to get another repetition of a behavior such as SIT or DOWN. 

KISS 

 Keep it Super SIMPLE!  The most common cause of failure in training is the Trainer expecting more from the 

Trainee than they are ready for.  This happens all the time!  Just like humans need to learn to walk before they run, 

crawl before they walk, move their arms and legs be able to roll over before they crawl, dogs learn things in stages.  

We like to call them steps… Pawsitive Steps! Remember this: if the dog isn’t succeeding, the Trainer must change 

what they are doing until the dog succeeds.   

Keep your sessions short. Do as many repetitions in a 30 second to one minute session as possible, keeping rewards 

high. Take a minute break and play or pet your dog.  Do another minute of training. Repeat until you’ve trained for 5 

minutes.   

Do five or six short sessions every day.  It is better to do one minute sessions with a lot of reps, take a short break and 

go again, than to drag out a long session or have few rewards. 

TV commercials make great practice times.   

Always finish on a successful repetition and play with your dog! 

Jackpots 

Always click only ONCE, but for great performances GIVE several or a handful of treats.  The dog will surely 

remember that occasion and want to repeat it! 

Why Does It Work? 

The sound is very distinctive, sharp and you can become very accurate.  Your dog doesn’t hear it as part of normal 

daily routine and therefore doesn’t tune it out.  It isn’t like a voice; therefore your dog doesn’t have to try to 

distinguish it from your speech patterns. 

The sound stimulates the Amygdalae, which plays a primary role in processing memory and emotional reactions.  The 

Amygdalae is part of the Limbic system in the brain. 

What a Clicker is Not 

The clicker is just a tool in your tool box. 

Ideally, you’re going to use the clicker to tell the dog when he is “being good” in a challenging situation, for example, 

sitting while you check out at the pet store, or performing a behavior you want, like jumping through a hula hoop..   

You don’t have to carry it around for the rest of your life.  If you follow the steps, you will find that in step 3 we start 

clicking less and less and eventually, you won’t use it for “SIT” any longer. However, if you go to teach something 

new, bring it out and click! 

It’s not intended to be a cue for your dog to do something, either.  However, it is common for dogs to COME 

running when they hear that sound!  So, in the case of emergency, if your dog is loose, running around the street 

having a party and for whatever reason is not Coming When Called and you Click! If it works, I’d be glad to hear you 

got your dog back just fine! Then, I’d tell you to get back out there on a long line and practice your recalls with your 

clicker! 
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Pawsitive Step Two: Take the Show on the Road! 

Generalize the Behavior 

Every dog instructor hears this just about every class,” I swear, my dog did this perfectly at home.” Or “He’s soooo 

good at this at home!”  We all believe you, because we know and understand a concept that many students choose to 

skip over in the training process and in doing so, hurt their progress and have a dog that “only performs” in certain 

situations.  It is called “Generalization” which means, you have to take your dog out of your living room and start all 

over teaching the same behavior somewhere else. Dogs view our world differently.  It’s like they are wearing blinders 

and they need to be shown that one trick may earn them a reward in lots of different places.  So “Take the Show on 

the Road” if you will and go out in the big world, slowly increasing the level of distraction as your dog does better and 

better!!! 

We suggest you practice what your dog is learning in as many locations and situations as possible.  Remember, that 

the more distracting the environment, the easier you will need to make it for your dog.  Examples of ways to do that 

include decreasing the duration of a STAY, move the dog farther away from the distractions (like into a quiet aisle in a 

pet store, not an aisle that has 3 dogs in it already), offering more inspiring treats, rewarding more frequently, etc. 

While it is important to challenge your dog to promote progress, it is equally important to set your dog up to succeed 

and not push too far or too fast. 

Pawsitive Step Three: Slot Machines 

Let’s say that you’ve been clicker training your dog for a certain behavior for a little while 

now and he’s good at performing it and knows he’s working for the click then treats.  For 

this example, we will use the behavior of SIT.  You have not added the cue yet, but that 

comes soon. 

Get a session of sits going, then “forget” to click and pay once.  Your dog may become 

confused, or in many cases, may repeat the behavior as to say, “Didn’t you see me?”  He 

may even throw a different behavior at you.  That’s OK, wait until you get a SIT. 

Begin clicking then paying once for every 2 or 3 times the dog sits.  Keep him guessing as to when you will click.  

ALWAYS pay after you click.  

Variable Reinforcement 

Think “random” not “constant”.    Be a slot machine instead of a soda dispenser.  Like a slot machine, you sometimes 

click then pay one treat, two treats or a jackpot of treats.  Sometimes, you do not click or pay with treats, but praise 

your dog and play with him to let him know what he did pleased you. You want to get your dog “addicted” to playing 

your game.   

TAKE IT BACK OUT ON THE ROAD.  Go out to new places and practice.  Friend’s houses, the backyard, on walks, the 

vet office, the pet store… everywhere! Dogs don’t generalize well.  You may need to go back to paying every time 

when you first venture out, as dogs who perform well in your living room may be lost in other places.  However, the 

more you practice in new places, the faster they catch on and the more solid they become. 

Remember, even when a slot machine doesn’t “pay out” it still provides entertainment, BE SURE TO PRAISE AND PLAY 

WITH YOUR DOG! 

When you like the behavior you are getting, are paying on a variable schedule and have practiced in lots of places, you 

should be ready to NAME THAT BEHAVIOR!.    
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Pawsitive Step Four: Name That Behavior! 

Finally, the step most people have been waiting for… saying the word and magically having the dog respond 

correctly…  

Only it doesn’t quite work that way, until you teach the meaning of the word. Just like a newborn baby learns meaning 

and how to talk by listening and watching, so does your dog, only he doesn’t get to speak in our language back to us. 

To dogs and babies, or people who don’t speak our language, words are just sounds, without meaning until they 

associate the sound (or signal) to a behavior or an object or thing, place, person, etc. 

Behavior is a Result of Consequences, Not “Commands” 

Language does not make behavior happen. Consequences – rewards and reinforcements do. Dogs learn by repetition. 

They don’t speak our language, but are very adept at reading their environments and figuring out what earned them a 

paycheck.  So while you train with your dog, it is best to focus on what you are doing and not talk.   Once your dog is 

proficient at a behavior, and you can predict the behavior happening, then you can add a verbal cue or hand signal.   

Work on getting the behaviors you want solid, before adding the cue.  Doing so will give you a solid behavior on cue; 

cueing too early can result in confusion, inconsistency and a frustrated dog, not to mention your frustration later! 

Instead, CLICK the behaviors you like, to communicate to the dog what you’re rewarding, then follow up with a 

delicious treat.   

Types of Cues 

Environmental: Example: Door bells, opening any door, picking up your keys, etc., etc. Takes very little training on 

our part for the dog to create their own response to these stimuli. Alternate responses are teachable. We recommend 

starting right away, to avoid needing to change a learned response. 

Body, Hand or, other Signal: Example, wave a flag, pull out an object, lift your hand, point a finger, etc. Having 

trained signals is great! If your dog ever loses his hearing, you can still communicate! Also, dogs speak a wealth of 

body language, it’s fast, easy and effective to train these!  

Verbal Word or Noise; Example: “COME!” “SIT.” Three toots of a horn, etc. We are a verbose society, and we 

love to talk to our pets! I’m all for that, I speak to my dogs in full sentences, too.  I ask questions and occasionally 

even answer myself. However, my dogs key into specific words and phrases more than other.  I think their favorite 

cue is “ALL DONE” and “LET’S GO see the latte ladies!” a close second. However you say it, please try not to 

repeat yourself. If it is really important, say your dogs’ names first, then the cue. “Rover, COME!”  

What’s in a Name? 

 KISS Keep It Simple, Sweetheart, we don’t need a paragraph when a single word will do. 

 Clear. Concise. Consistent. 

 Single meaning.  

 Doesn’t look or sound like some other signal 

 Use the Vocabulary Checklist at the end of this handbook for tracking what you are training and what signals 

you are using. Put it up on the fridge and share it with your friends, dog walkers and of course puppy 

grandparents! 

Name that Behavior! (Add a Cue, Turn on the Green Light, Ask for It!) 

Whatever behavior you have when you decide to add the cue will be the behavior you will continue to get.  Get what 

you want before you add the cue. Remember, the cue does not make the behavior happen!  You’re saying a word or 

making a hand motion is not why the dog does something.  The history of past reinforcement for his performing the 
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behavior (the consequence) is what motivates the dog to do it.  Your word or signal simply means “Do it now and I 

might pay you for it.” 

We all want a dog who performs reliably on cue.   Dogs do not speak our language, so it is our job to teach them: 

What behaviors earn them rewards and when.  

What predicts for the dog (the cue) that a particular behavior will (possibly) get them rewards.   

You teach new behaviors without using a stimulus (cue) to get the behavior (Capture, Lure, Shape). No cue, 

command word or hand signal, just clicking then treating for behaviors you like.  You move on to new places and 

start practicing in all types of environments (Take the Show on the Road). Then you start paying randomly for it (Slot 

Machine.) Your dog knows that a given behavior, like SIT, earns them a reward. When you add the cue, now you can 

signal when you want it. Then you go back and repeat the generalization of the cue and slot machine payoff. 

 

Your goal is to get control of the behavior reliably with a stimulus (verbal cue or hand signal) by teaching the dog 

what cues predict which behavior gets paid when the signal is given. 

1. Do a 30 second to one minute session of repetitions of SIT.  Click then treat on a variable reinforcement schedule 

(Slot Machine style.)  Take a quick break, then go back to work. 

2. Can you predict when your dog is about to SIT?  If so, then before the dog sits, toss your cue out there (verbal or 

hand signal, not both at once).  Do this for the rest of the minute. 

3. Now, only pay your dog for SIT when you ask for it.  If your dog sits without your cue, do not pay.   

4. When you have this on a slot-machine payoff, add the desired hand signal (or verbal cue if you taught the hand 

signal first) prior to saying your verbal cue.  The dog will learn quickly these predictors mean he will be paid for the 

behavior.   

5. Take it on the road and keep practicing.   

Adding additional Cues:  

Teach one cue first, then string the new, or unknown cue ahead of the known cue. Practice and test.  

Release Cues 

A cue you will start using right away is a release cue.  It tells the dog they are finished with what you were doing.  This 

is a non-action cue, and easily taught by getting them up and moving when they have done what you want.  Release 

cues are important; how long is a dog required to STAY (or WAIT) if you leave it up to them?  When are they done 

heeling and can are go sniff or play?  By teaching a cue that means, “you can quit doing that now” you empower the 

meaning of your cues to mean “Until I tell you otherwise.”   A release cue can also be used to go through doorways 

and get out of the car or crate – whatever I’ve asked you to do, you are “ALL DONE.” 

Suggested Cue and Hand Signal 

Cue:  “ALL DONE.”  

Signal:  Put both hands up near your head and wiggle your hands back and forth in a twisting motion. 

Get the dog up and moving!  Teach them this means they are finished and can move. 

Lost Chances  “Uh-Uh! Uh-Oh!” 

The use of a marker that says “you blew a chance to earn a reward” should be used fairly but not overused.  Clicker 

training teaches the dogs to make good choices and a “no reward” mark signals to the dog that he blew it.  It is 
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considered a form of punishment, not to be taken lightly.  When your dog blows a STAY or doesn’t sit when cued, or 

some other mistake, some people feel a need to “tell” the dog he messed up.  We use NRM’s such as “too bad” or 

“uh-uh” to indicate this to the dog.  Be cautious about over-using them, do not click or treat (no reinforcement of the 

wrong choice) but immediately follow up with another opportunity for your dog to make the right choice.  I.E., cue 

again to get what you want. 

Quick Outline of Clicker Steps 

1. Get the behavior happening using Capturing, Luring or Shaping. 

2. Click during the behavior, following the click with a treat.  When possible, pay the treat to the dog while the 

dog is still in the spot you clicked. (For example, beside you if heeling.  Or toss the treat to get a sitting dog to 

get up so you can repeat the process.) 

3. Take the Show on the Road – generalize the behavior to lots of places. 

4. Be a slot machine – click & treat only randomly, but do not click and treat every time, praise repetitions not 

clicked. 

5. Add a cue, such as a word or hand signal, when you can predict the dog is about to perform the behavior. 

6. Repeat step 3. 

7. Repeat step 4.   

8. Add another cue (such as a hand signal).  Introduce it prior to the already learned cue. 

9. Repeat steps 3 & 4. 

Generally, only pay the behavior when you cue it and do so randomly. 

Reminders, Notes and Comments 

Be quiet.  This is the hardest thing for the human to do.  Capture, shape, lure or model to get a behavior (action, 

movement) you desire (like).   

Click while the action is happening, not once it is over. Timing is crucial, so it is better to click a bit early than too late. 

(Click while the back legs are bending, not after the rear end is resting on the ground.) 

In the event you don’t have a clicker handy, substitute an enthusiastic “YES!” or an object that makes a clicking 

sound, such as a ball point pen, Snapple lid, etc.   

Whistles and flashlights can be used as well in certain applications (ask your trainer). 

Deaf dogs can be trained with lights, vibrating collars, etc. 

After you click, then reach for the treat.  Click first, then treat, do not do them simultaneously or treat before the 

click. Use a delicious treat, such as cheese or boiled chicken, Turkey Treat, or Natural Balance Dog Food Roll.  Avoid 

boring treats, like dry dog kibble. 

The timing of the treat is not as important, but always follow through with a treat when you click, even if you clicked 

accidentally or clicked a behavior you didn’t want. 

Click only once.  To express enthusiasm, increase the number of treats you GIVE (5-10).  This is called a “Jackpot”.   

Keep sessions short and fun.  Train for 30 seconds to one minute then stop and take a quick break after a few 

minutes, do another session. A great time to train is during television commercials.  When practicing DOWNs, start 

on a rug or soft surface for your dog. 

When the dog is obnoxiously offering a given behavior to you over and over again, without any solicitation from you 

(no luring) it is time to vary the reward schedule:  
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You click (pay off) for every one-out-of-two performances, Jackpot for best performances. 

For the times you do not click, release the dog with “ALL DONE” and praise. 

Take it on the road.  Move to another room, outdoors, on a walk, etc.  When you do this, you will need to go back to 

a constant reward schedule.  As you practice in more places, your dog will quickly offer behaviors more readily in new 

places. 

When reliable (85% or better) vary the reward schedule.   

Take it on the road!  Practice somewhere other than your living room!!!! 

As proficiency level gets better, vary the reward schedule more, click & reward for one in three.  Think slot machine, 

not soda dispenser, be addicting by being unpredictable.  (1:3, 1:2, 1:4, 1:2, 1:3, 1:3, 1:4 etc.) 

Keep practicing in new environments!   

When behaviors are solid in any environment and are on a slot-machine reinforcement schedule, you can wean off 

clicking.  Always release stays with “ALL DONE” and intermittently use praise, food treats or toys, playtime, etc. to 

reward your dog.   Be a slot machine.   

Add the cue, or command word:  (WAIT!!!  Don’t rush to this step.  It is normal as a verbal human being to want to 

tell the dog what to do, most people do this way too early.  Remember this, commands do not make behaviors 

happen. Rewards make behaviors happen!!  Have you really practiced on the road?  Are you on a variable schedule?  

Is your dog READY? OK, go ahead then!)  Since you’ve been practicing with your dog and know what his behavior 

for SIT looks like, do a few repetitions to get warmed up so he’s reliably offering SIT to you.  When you are pretty 

certain the next thing he’s about to do is SIT, give the hand signal or say the word “SIT”, then click then treat when 

he does it.  Only teach one of the cues at a time.  Click then treat every time he responds to your cue.   Now you have 

to not click if he offers the behavior without your cueing it.  Plan on doing about 100 repetitions of predicting and 

cueing SIT before your dog catches on and the cue starts eliciting the behavior.  (The dog SITs on the command 

word.) 

Add the other type of cue (hand signal) before giving the known cue – not simultaneously.  Go through the steps 

again. 

When you have done about 10,000 repetitions in a myriad of social environments, most dogs’ 

response will be habitual.     

Continue to reward intermittently throughout the rest of your dog’s life to keep them addicted to playing your game 

and responding well. 

Practice makes Permanent!  Have FUN! 
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Power of Food 

Food bowls don’t teach!  

Dogs must think we are incredible hunters.  We drive away and in half an hour we return with a feast!  

Feeding your dog a high quality food is important, for many dogs, having a routine is also important.  At 

Pawsitive Steps we have found that for some dogs it is best to feed your dog after feeding yourself and your 

children. 

If he is obnoxious, simply tying him out of reach, but in sight of your dining room table and ignore him.  

Tantrums will extinguish if you do not pay him any attention, don’t even look at him! 

Dogs are natural scavengers; setting a bowl of food on the floor gives away all the power and purpose that 

food symbolizes, plus the dog loses all the fun and excitement of earning and hunting for it, something in the wild 

they would spend all day doing.  Free feeding or always having food available makes food boring and gives some dogs 

a sense of higher importance.  Additionally, it is harder to house train a dog that is eating whenever he feels like it, as 

predicting his needs to go potty become impossible.   

Read and follow Working for a Living and have your dog earn his food.  Also, instead of just placing the food onto 

the floor, creatively feed your dog, having them work for it using the suggestions below:  

Do not leave food out all the time! Please remove the dog’s dish from the floor when 20 or 30 minutes have elapsed 

since you fed your dog.  It isn’t natural for people or dogs to graze all day long – whether you’re trying to house train 

a puppy or have an adult dog, please do not leave food out all the time! Having food always available takes away the 

excitement of suppertime. It creates dogs who “aren’t food motivated”. The food has no value because it is always 

there. 

Stuffed Kongs: Using this kibble to stuff 1 or 2 Kongs adding a few cookies + 1 TBLS Peanut Butter.  Kongs can 

be given when you leave or need quiet time or just to let them hunt and scavenge their food.  Whenever possible, hide 

the Kongs and play scavenger games, Hide & Seek! Or “FIND!” to earn the Kongs.  As your dog gets better, increase 

the difficulty in your hiding them. 

Hunting!  Think Easter Egg Hunt, but with treats, indoors and out!   

Have dog do SIT and DOWN Stays while you create little food piles for him to eat upon release from STAY.  You 

can hide these and turn it into a search mission! 

Training Treat Balls and Buster Cubes are great interactive food toys, making your dog scavenge for food 

instead of eating from a boring bowl.  There are so many new puzzle toys and games available that exercise your dog’s 

mind while they eat! 

Use kibble intermixed with treats for training!  Hint: putting kibble in a baggie with cheese, meat, and smelly treats in 

the fridge will make that kibble absorb the smells and be more enticing when used as a reward. 

Food Dish Exercise: 

Hold your dog’s dish with some food in it until your dog sits. You won’t have to tell them to SIT, most dogs will do 

so by default. This is a great example of how dogs can learn how to behave without being told. Begin to lower the 

dish, if the dog stands up, raise the bowl. You’ll probably go up and down several times. When the dish hits the floor, 

call out “ALL DONE! TAKE it!” and otherwise encourage your dog to eat.  While they’re eating, drop more kibble 

or food into the dish. Pet near the rear of the dog while you add food to the bowl. It is important to be safe and err 

on the side of caution while doing this. Some dogs have learned that people are a threat – are there to TAKE the food 
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away rather than GIVE it – and do not like humans nearby.  Please contact us immediately if you see any signs that 

your dog is uncomfortable or is warning you away. 

 When feeding from a dish, stay in the room and bug your dog (with treats of course!!)  

(Especially with puppies and newly adopted dogs.) Having you around is important to your dog’s development.  

Puppies and dogs need to know that someone approaching their bowl is a good thing.  You can slowly approach from the side 

and toss an extremely great treat, such as a chunk of boiled chicken, piece of cheese, or Turkey Treats toward the 

dog’s dish.   Sometimes feed with you holding or touching the dish.  Pet your dog while he is eating and talk to him 

about your day, tell him how good he is.   

Children should also toss treats into the dish while the dog eats, but have them stand back several feet until you are 

certain the dog is not going to guard their bowl 

Note: If your dog stiffens, growls, or shows any sign of concern, warning etc., (whale eye, ears flatten, lip curl, freezes, 

stiffens, hackles up, etc., this is not a comprehensive list) please contact our office immediately.  Supervise children 

when doing ALL exercises, but encourage child interaction with safety; consult with a professional on safe ways to 

preventing resource guarding if you have any concerns. 

A Note About Good Food 

What to feed your dog is a personal decision and the choices are numerous; there are a lot of good foods on the 

market today including canned, dry and raw foods.  There are advantages and disadvantages to all and the needs of 

each dog vary.  If you do not need to feed a veterinary/prescription diet, here are some tips for making an educated 

decision.  Your local family owned pet stores are a great source for education and information about the best food for 

your animals. 

Can you identify what the protein, carbohydrate and fat sources are or are they generalized? A label that says Chicken 

Meal, Chicken or Chicken Fat is better than Poultry or Poultry Fat.  What are the first 5 or six ingredients?  The 

manufacturers must list the heaviest ingredients first.  Does the percentage of the fat and protein seem proportionate? 

Are there fillers, chemical preservatives or added salts and sugars? 

Turkey Treats 

All Time Most Favorite Treat! (Shared by Dorothy Turley of Let’s Talk Dogs!) 

1 lb. ground turkey or meat of choice, drained of excess liquid  
1 to 1 ¼ c       dried bread crumbs    
2-3 TBLS      Parmesan cheese 
½-1 TBLS  seasoning (Spike is our favorite!) Amount of breadcrumbs & time to cook is dependent on amount of 
moisture in meat. Mix all ingredients. Roll into 3 logs about 7 inches long & 1/2 to 1 inch in diameter. Bake on cookie 
sheet at 325 degrees for 35-40 minutes. Cool, freeze or refrigerate.  Cut into small bits for training. (1/4 inch cubes 
work well.) 
 

Working for a Living 

Dogs enjoy a sense of accomplishment.  Much like us, they feel pride and satisfaction in a 

job well done.  At the same time, it is important to them, as pack animals that they have clear 

structure and leadership.  It is important to be consistent with your rules and boundaries.  

Gaining your dogs’ respect and loyalty will have a dramatic effect on their attitude and your 

relationship as well as your results in training.  One of the easiest ways to allow your dog to 

obtain the satisfaction of working while gaining their respect is by utilizing a simple program, Working for a Living, 

before meals, play time, getting up on furniture, or other things your dog wants, practice the following: 
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Beginning students: 

Do 30-60 seconds of homework practice. You can work on anything you want, including tricks and new tasks.  Just 

do your clicker training as usual before giving your dog what he wants. 

Intermediate and Advanced students, as well as ongoing lifetime: 

Make a list of the cues that your dog knows and does well.  It can be anything from “SIT” or “DOWN” to “shake” or 

“roll over”.   

Ask him to earn for his keep by performing a minimum of 3 tasks or 30seconds of work before you GIVE him what 

he wants.  Asking him to do more is fine, as is doing a minute or so of work – so long as you work at a reasonable 

level for your dog’s abilities. 

Upon successful completion of the 3 tasks you requested, release your dog using your verbal release command.  Then 

fulfill your end of the bargain and GIVE him what he worked for.  

Avoid turning your dog into a robot... Mix up those commands!  If you use the same 3 over and over, your dog will 

have them finished before you’re done asking for them.  If he performs tasks you did not ask for – they don’t count; 

follow through on having him do the job you asked of him.  Be creative, use different commands in different 

sequences and stimulate your dog’s brain.  This should be done at regular meal times before his food is dispensed.  

This should also be done anytime your dog is seeking something from you. 

Depending on your dog and your situation, follow the above guidelines as strictly or loosely as you need to.  If Rover 

is behaving like a fine gentleman, you can be more easy-going about his work.  On the other hand, if Rover is out of 

control, be strict.  Think of yourself as a thermometer that goes up and down with your dogs’ behavior. 

Find jobs around the house for your dog to do… can they bring in the mail, fetch your slippers, pick up a fallen 

object for you, carry small items, and so on?   
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The Tether Program 

Tethering or leashing your dog or puppy can be a fundamental element for modifying behavior and solving problems.  

It is applicable to many situations and when used properly, is highly effective in communicating with your dog what 

behaviors you do and do not desire from them.   The four steps of this program are laid out in detail for you on the 

following page.  It is important that you follow the recommended time lines set by your Consultant/Instructor for 

your individualized program and needs. 

Tethering Empowers You Through: 

 Physical Leadership: Clearly communicating to your dog that you completely control his environment and he 

completely depends upon you to fulfill his needs. 

 Friendship: Creating a very strong bond between you and your dog. 

 Setting new behavior patterns: You determine where he goes, what he lays upon, what he is allowed to chew 

on, etc.  You are forming new habits and teaching him which what are acceptable behaviors for the rest of his 

life. 

 Breaking old habits:  It takes time to break old habits and create new ones. 

 Eliminating Confusion: Defining boundaries for your dog as to what behaviors are allowed, clearly teaching 

him what you desire from him, making him happier, more confident and trusting of you. 

Guidelines 

 BE CONSISTENT!  Don’t let your emotions rule you, be as consistent as possible with your attitude, energy, 
rules, and interactions with your dog.   

 Never leave a dog that is tied unattended! Accidents, most commonly strangulation have occurred.   
 Provide adequate water and potty breaks for your dog.   
 Do not dehydrate your dog!!!! 
 Provide lots and lots of exercise!  
 Provide adequate supervision when dogs and children are together! 
 Provide enough things to keep your dog busy! If puppy gets into trouble on the tether program, you aren’t 

paying enough attention.   
 Do not leave your dog tied up in the same place. He should move with you through the house as you do. 
 Provide fair, consistent, understandable regulations, attention and affection. 
 GIVE him acceptable things to chew on, usually 3-4 at the most at a time. 
 Provide rugs and comfortable places to lie.   
 Keep a positive attitude and be willing to accept responsibility if he makes a mistake while on your watch.   
 The Steps of the Tether Program, described on the following page is meant to be a very over-generalized 

example.  We recommend you try the Step One level for a minimum of four weeks and then begin moving 
into Step 2 level intermittently, say you let the dog drag the leash around for 15 minutes at a time once or 
twice a day, and then the rest is tied. The next day you do three or four periods of dragging, and so on until 
the dog is fully at Step 2.  Then you begin to allow him out of sight for a few minutes (Step 3) before 
checking on him. As the dog makes fewer mistakes and more good decisions, he earns his freedom and your 
trust! 

 At any time, should things suddenly regress, go back to whichever level of freedom the dog is not having 
trouble on, stay there for anywhere from three days to two weeks, and then begin progressing forward again. 
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Steps of the Tether Program 

Step One: NO Freedom. The dog is on a leash, attached** to someone or something in the room with a 

responsible adult who is in charge of the dog’s behavior, at all times.  When the dog cannot be supervised, 

the dog is crated.  If you are not crating your dog, talk with your Consultant/Instructor for alternative 

methods of keeping the dog safely confined.  Do not move on to Step Two until you have had a minimum 

of three weeks without any behavior problems. (Advised starting time frame for an adult dog for behavior 

modification 3-4 weeks, puppies can be 1-6 months.) 

Step Two: A LITTLE Freedom. The leash remains attached to the dog, but the dog may now drag the 

leash around within your sight, he is not allowed to go out of sight at any time.  When the dog cannot be 

supervised, the dog is crated.  (Minimum of two weeks without any problems.) 

Step Three: MORE Freedom. The leash remains attached to the dog, but the dog now drags the leash 

around going in and out of your sight, anywhere in your home the dog is allowed to go.  When the dog 

cannot be supervised, the dog is crated.   (Minimum of two weeks without any problems.) 

Step Four: LOTS of Freedom! Follow Step Three but begin removing the leash for short periods of time; 

5 - 15 minutes in the morning, for a few days.  Increase the length of time from 15 minutes to 30 minutes 

and add in 15 minutes in the afternoon or evening.  Increase the time and frequency until the dog is trusted 

to be leash-less in the house when you are home.  If you are not home, the dog should be crated or tied.   

(This will be the same method you will eventually use to achieve having your dog off leash in your home 

while you are gone, but do not hurry to make that happen. It all depends on your dog.) 

 

Notes:  **Take him outside on leash and have your dog drag the leash when outdoors in a fenced area during 

playtime, also have him drag the leash if you are actively playing with him indoors, but tie him or crate him as soon as 

you are finished interacting.  

Note: Potty your puppy after play time, nap and meals as well as intermittently throughout the day. 

The first few days are an adjustment period for you both; your dog will test you to see if you are serious.  Please focus 

on your goals with patience and love, remembering that this is a tool to establish leadership, set boundaries, practice 

good habits and instill good behaviors while breaking and preventing unwanted behavior patterns and habits. 

If you run into problems as you advance through the steps, back up to your last successful step and remain there for 

two weeks.  Your dog simply wasn’t ready to move on. 

Remember to be diligent with the other aspects of your training program throughout this time, such as Working for a 

Living, being a fair leader and practicing your obedience cues.  This is not a race.  Do not be in a hurry to get through 

the program, please focus on the benefits of behavior modification and the opportunity that you have to bond with 

your dog during this time.  You are building a relationship for life.  

Never leave a dog who is tied up unattended or with children! 

 A responsible adult needs to supervise at all times!  

Supervision is required when dragging a leash to prevent getting 

caught and potentially injured by the leash.  
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Overcoming Fears 

Fears can be reduced and/or eliminated by counter conditioning.  It is important that you approach 

this process with an attitude of calmness and patience.  Slow progress is progress!  

 

It is also imperative that you get the sequence of monster/conditioner in the right order. 

 

We’ll use an over-simplified, hypothetical story to illustrate how to do this.  Take someone who is 

terrified of spiders.  This person rarely eats chocolate, but LOVES chocolate.  Spiders are the scary monster (to your 

dog this could be the car, another dog, a person wearing a hat, etc.).  The chocolate is the counter-

conditioner/reinforcer.  Be sure to use something wonderful that your dog never gets unless the scary monster has 

appeared.  Do NOT feed chocolate, raisins or grapes to your dog.  You may find cheese, the Turkey Treats, boiled 

chicken or something else very special.  If your dog refuses the treats, you need to find a treat of more value, and/or 

move the dog farther away from the “monster”. 

CORRECT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

You point out a spider to the person.  Be sure it is a long distance away so the person isn’t overwhelmed.  You then 

hand the person a piece of chocolate, tell the spider go away and it leaves.   Repeat.   

What does the frightened person learn?  Spiders produce chocolate, a very good thing!  Without conscious thought, 

the person, with repetition, begins to salivate for chocolate when they see a spider. 

WRONG SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

Hand the person a piece of chocolate then say, “Oh, look there!  There’s a spider.”     

This would teach the person that chocolate makes spiders appear!  OH NO! This would be counter-productive to 

them overcoming their fear.  It actually makes them afraid of the chocolate and the spider. 

Brave things to reward your dog for doing in the presence of a monster: 

Look at you. 

Look away from the monster. 

Look at something or someone else. 

Stop barking, even momentarily. 

Yawning. 

Shaking is if wet. 

Pawing the ground. 

Sniffing. 

Taking treats. 

Peeking (if hiding) 
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Halloween Costumes 

Halloween Costumes can seem frightening or unusual to your dog, as can troops of little ghosts, goblins, super heroes 

and princesses parading up and down your front steps all evening.  Even dogs who love children don’t always 

recognize their best friends when hidden behind a friendly looking mask.  (I don’t know of any kids who wouldn’t 

enjoy getting to Trick-or-Treat in costume before Halloween, so finding volunteers to practice this exercise before the 

holiday really shouldn’t be too hard!  If you don’t plan on wearing a costume or don’t have kids, you can always skip 

the first step and go to step two.) 

Prepare your dog for Halloween now and prevent the possibility of a problem!  Never 

allow your child or someone to lunge at or frighten your dog, especially wearing a mask 

or costume. 

1. Have your child (or you) dress up in their costume (without the masks or head gear) 

with the dog watching while you toss the dog a few treats.   When the dog is 

comfortable with the strange outfit, then proceed to put on the mask with the dog 

watching – continue to GIVE the dog delicious treats or kibble, to have him associate good things with this strange 

occurrence - leave the mask on only for a few moments, then remove it, still giving treats, showing the dog it’s really 

just your child (or you.)  Do this several times until your dog is comfortable (no longer showing any signs of anxiety 

or curiosity of the outfit or mask.) 

2. After the dog is comfortable with the costumes and masks, practice the “Trick or Treat” parade of kids and adults 

coming to your door in costume and ringing the bell.  Kids love to dress up and Trick or Treat before the holiday!  If 

your kids like to read, have them sit outside and ever few pages ring the bell to trick or treat, this ensures you will have 

a few minutes break between Trick-or-Treat’rs to GIVE the dog time to calm down when practicing.  You will do 

best to have some “rest time.” This works best with 2 adults… 

3. Have the dog on a set-length leash and have dog treats as well as treats (perhaps dimes?) for the kids ready.  When 

the doorbell rings, do not admonish or punish excited behavior, but have one adult open the door to the Trick-or-

Treat’rs, greeting them as if nothing odd is out there, GIVE candy to the kids and close the door. 

4. Meanwhile, the other adult should hold onto the leash, (tie the dog if you do not have a partner) with the dog far 

enough away from the door that the dog can see the children, but not reach them.  The farther from the door, the less 

the dog will struggle.   

5. As soon as the dog hears the approaching footsteps, treat the dog, treat again as the door opens and again when the 

dog sees the Trick-or-Treat’rs. Feed treats to the dog, either by dropping them to the ground or hand to mouth.  

When the door is closed, the dog will calm down.   After a few rings he will begin to anticipate the arrival of guests in 

exchange for his reward.  Yes, you are giving him a lot of treats.  You also need to overcome a lot of stimuli and 

excitement.  

6. You will find that the dog quickly understands that the sounds of footsteps approaching the door or that 

the ringing of doorbell means that something great is about to happen for him.  He will begin to look to you 

to receive his reward instead of barking or “misbehaving”.   

 Don’t worry; this will not ruin his alarm barking should the real Boogey Man come to your door in the 

middle of the night. 
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Curing Car Sickness and Other Scary Things 

Break things down into very small steps!  Using the counter-conditioning program above, you can overcome car 

sickness and other fears.  It is important to work in small increments to achieve success.  Here’s an example of steps 

you may use. 

You should practice each level of this and not add on a new step until the dog is no longer reacting to the car at each 

individual level.  GIVE treats each time in or near the car; do not wait until you go back inside. 

1. Take dog outside so he sees the car.  Treat and return inside. 

2. Open car door, feed treats and return. 

3. Place dog inside car, treat and return. 

4. Place dog inside car, close door, open door.  Treat and return. 

5. Both of you get in car.  Treat and return. 

6. Start engine… treat. Get out of car. 

7. Put car in gear.  Treat.  Leave car. 

8. Back up a few feet. Treat.  Go back inside 

9. Back up 3 feet then drive forward 3 feet.  Treat, return. 

10. Back up or move forward 10 feet. Treat, return. 

11. Drive ½ blocks. Treat, return. 

12. Drive one block.  Treat, return. 

13. Go 2 blocks.  Treat, return. 

14. Go 3 blocks.  Treat, return. 

15. Vary going 3-5 blocks.  Treat, return.   

16. If possible, go to a park within a few blocks of your house, Treat, get out, play. Go home…treat inside the 

car, go inside the house. 

17. Build distance slowly, but variably.  Sometimes you only go a few blocks, sometimes a mile or more.   

18. Take your dog to your local neighborhood pet store or parks and have fun together! 

Bite Inhibition  

Dogs use their mouths for everything!  It is normal for a puppy to mouth people as a way to 

explore, taste, test and find out their strengths.  Puppies and dogs bite in play all the time.  They 

communicate to each other through a complex series of body signals that their intent is to play, 

no harm done as long as they are socialized with other dogs and puppies at a very young age.  

They attempt to play with humans in the same way as it is natural for them.  Teaching your dog 

bite inhibition is a process and not one to be taken lightly.  If bite inhibition is not started in 

puppy hood, the result is a mouthy, annoying adult dog.  While it may be tempting to stop all 

biting, nipping and mouthing immediately, doing so is a great disservice to your dog and everyone 

he may meet throughout his life.  Why?  Because dogs and puppies need to learn the power their 

jaws possess.  If you eliminate all biting immediately, your dog will not learn that he can control 

the power of his jaws and may result in a serious bite in the future that inflicts pain and damage.  Therefore we teach 

bite inhibition in several steps regardless of the age of the dog or puppy.  

 No Hard Bites - initiate play with your puppy.  Inevitably, he will bite or mouth you or he’ll get your finger back 

into those molars! 

 Screech “OUCH!”  Think of the noise 5 year old child would make to startle your puppy.  You want him to STOP, 

look at you and come back to apologize. 

Next time, after you screech, get up and walk away, ignoring your dog.   
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Practice a few repetitions of SIT, DOWN, TOUCH or WATCH ME to show your puppy you are in control and 

GIVE him the chance to earn rewards from you. 

This applies to hair, shoes, pants, etc. 

Repeat this step every time your dog bites on you. 

No Soft Bites - see above for the steps 

Mouthing - when your dog is no longer biting “hard” and is learning control of his mouth, teach him to stop 

mouthing on command. 

Repeat the steps under “No Hard Bites” pretending these softer bites are still painful.  

It is important for the puppy to learn that humans are super-sensitive and must be played with carefully. 

Begin cueing your dog “That’s Enough” when he mouths you and immediately stop interaction for a few moments, 

then go back and do some obedience work. 

It is vital to your dog’s ability to negotiate through life with good bite control.  We expect our dogs to be our best 

friends and guardians and to understand the difference between the friend at the front door at 2PM and the intruder 

at 2AM.  While this is not fair to the dog, when a dog bites a human or other pet animal, the life of the dog is often 

determined upon the severity of the injury.  Please practice bite inhibition at every opportunity!  The more feedback 

your dog receives from you at an earlier age, the better.  As for biting/mouthing children, they must be supervised 

and taught how to teach the puppy and separated when an adult cannot oversee the activity. 

Training Exercises 

“LET’S GO” vs. “HEEL” 

There are times when your dog needs to walk closely by your side, not move ahead, not sniff around and to 

SIT when you stop (HEEL).  There are also times when the walk should be your dog’s fun time, to sniff, read 

pee-mail and enjoy the exercise with you (LET’S GO).  Even during his fun time walk, the dog should not pull 

on the leash or drag you.   (Be sure to read the above section about Training Equipment!) 

Start with teaching your dog that pulling the leash will not get him anywhere, literally.  This is what you will 

eventually cue as “LET’S GO”. 

When do I add the cues?  Start with the games indoors and as your dog gets the idea of walking nicely, then add a cue and 

signal.   Only give the verbal cue or hand signal when you start and after stopping to restart. 

Suggested Cues and Hand Signals 

LET’S GO 

Cue: “Rover, LET’S GO.” In a normal conversational tone, give him the cue “LET’S GO” and step off on your left 

foot.  

Hand Signal:  Make a beckoning or rolling hand motion forward. 

HEEL 

Cue:  “Rover, HEEL.”  In your normal tone of voice.  Do not continue to repeat the cue as you walk.   

Hand Signal:  With your arm hanging down by your side, palm facing forward, sweep your hand forward, stepping off 

on the left foot.     
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“LET’S GO” 

Game 1:  Remember the game “Red-light/Green-light” from childhood?  If the leash has slack in it, you have a green 

light to walk.  If the leash is taut, you have a red light.  Initially click when the leash has slack between you and the 

dog, as often as every 2 or 3 steps, then treat after clicking.  Gradually increase your number of steps between clicks 

and treats. 

If leash is taut, STOP.  Wait for any head or body movement towards you or that slackens the leash.  Click that!  Also 

click for eye contact. Encourage your dog vocally (“Rover, this way, good puppy!” “Smooch! Smooch!”) to walk 

towards you.  Do not use the cue “COME” while you back up to pay his treat.  

Game 2: If you have a dog who is constantly hitting the red light, pick an arbitrary starting point that is clearly 

defined, such as a tree then pick an arbitrary finish line like a tree about 20 feet away.  Start to walk 

and so long as you have a loose leash, click then treat.  When the dog starts to pull, stop and back up 

all the way to the starting line.  Repeat. 

Game 2 Rules:  You must back up all the way to the start line every time the leash goes tight.   Do 

not turn around to walk to the start line.   

Click only when you are going forward after leaving the start line and the leash is loose.   

Click for as many incremental loose leash steps as you would like between the start and finish lines. 

When you reach the finish line, click once then jackpot the dog with lots of treats and praise!  Treat yourself to 

something you really love, you deserve it!  Well done, dog trainer!  

“HEEL” 

This is your formal walk, with the dog beside you, just off your ankle or HEEL. Traditionally, the dog would HEEL 

on your left side, but you may have him on whichever side is most comfortable for you.  The steps below are written 

for left-side heelers, please reverse the left and right if you wish to have your dog HEEL on your right. The dog will 

be taught to SIT automatically when you come to a stop.  The dog is not allowed to forge ahead of you, nor should he 

lag behind.  Note:  When teaching heeling, you will find it takes longer to get somewhere.  Practice this indoors and in 

a quiet environment, when you can focus on good heeling before going out to distracting places or trying to “HEEL” 

while making a deadline or destination.  If you have to get somewhere quickly, use “LET’S GO” until your dog heels 

nicely. 

Heeling: Getting Started 

Start with the dog sitting beside you.  Hood treats in your hand at your dog’s nose level.  Show the dog the treats and 

take a step forward.   You may wiggle the treats to get your dog to follow.  As the dog steps beside you, click then 

deliver the treat at your HEEL, regardless of where the dog is when you get the treat out.  It is important to try keep 

moving while you pay the treat. (This is actually harder than it sounds.)  

Click/treat for every step the dog takes in HEEL position, which in the beginning will feel like you are clicking and 

treating every single step – which is what you want. If the dog isn’t in HEEL, you should be changing direction (right 

if ahead, left if behind). Gradually increase the ratio of steps to click/treats to one click for two steps, then three. 

Begin varying how many steps you take, with the dog in HEEL position, before you click and pay.  Sometimes 2 

steps, 1 step, 4 steps, 3 steps, etc. 

Problem Solving: 

Forging:  If the dog pulls, STOP and wait him out as in LET’S GO games above.  When the dog gets ahead, make a 

right about turn (away from the dog if he is on your left; right side heelers, turn left).  Pat your leg, encourage him 
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with your voice (do NOT say HEEL) to lure him back to position.  Click then pay the treat at your HEEL while you 

keep moving. 

Lagging:  IF the dog is behind you, make a ¼ turn to your left, towards the dog (right side heelers, please turn right).  

Pat your leg, encourage him with your voice (do NOT say HEEL) or lure him back to position.  Click then pay the 

treat at your HEEL while you keep moving. 

As the dog gets better, make more natural turns (as opposed to “about face”) both right and left.  The dog will learn 

to slow down on left turns to allow you to take the longer arc. He should also learn to speed up when he is on the 

outside of the right turn. 

Advanced Heeling:  

Speed: Change your own speed to test if the dog is paying attention.  Go really slow, does the dog stay with you or 

get caught ahead? If ahead, turn right as before. Speed up, does he lag or quicken his pace? Some people like to teach 

a “hurry” or “slow” cue at this pace, which is fine, but in a perfect world, the dog should automatically change pace to 

maintain the HEEL.  

Figure 8’s:   You may wish to set up cones, chairs or other visual markers to do a figure 8 around, or just walk the 

pattern. Reverse the pattern, going the other direction.  The technique is the same as basic heeling.  Be aware when 

using markers to allow the dog enough space to pass between the chair and yourself. 

Automatic SIT at HEEL 

Slow as you come to a stop, reaching a lure out to your dog’s nose.  As you stop, lure him into a sitting position.  Do 

not say “SIT”.  With a few repetitions, your dog will SIT without being told to when you stop.  If your dog swings his 

derrière out face you when he sits, use your hand against the outside of his hip to prevent this.  Alternately, practice 

HEEL with a wall or fence near your left side.  Cue “HEEL” and step off on your left foot, taking 2 or 3 steps, as you 

stop, lure the SIT.  If you need to, stop with your left leg out in front of your dog, blocking his path from going in 

front of you.  With the wall beside your dog and your leg blocking his forward momentum, he will likely SIT beside 

you, or slightly behind.  If he is beside you in the proper place, click then treat.  If he sits too far behind you, lure him 

forward to your side, get the SIT and then click then treat. 

NAME GAME! 

The NAME GAME helps teach your puppy his name, as well as teaching the dog to check in 

with you.  Your name is your identifier, but we use it to get your attention.  The name should 

solicit a “check in” response via a head turn and look.  The name is not a cue to COME. 

Say the dog’s name in a happy, clear voice. “Rover!”  

Click when the dog’s head turns towards you, follow up with a treat. 

Repeat many times in different situations and around different distractions. 

When the response rate is very high, begin holding eye contact a moment before clicking, then treat. 

Begin paying out the clicks and treats randomly, like a slot machine. 
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WATCH ME!                

Having a dog who gives you eye contact and pays attention to you is a real asset in 

training.  In this exercise, the goal is extended eye contact. 

Click then treat for any eye contact.  You can click all head turns towards you during 

HEEL and LET’S GO and anytime he gives you eye contact during any exercise or break 

time. 

Hold a treat in each hand with arms outstretched.   Don’t say anything, just wait.   

When eye contact happens, exclaim “YES!” and feed one treat.  “YES!” becomes secondary marker signal, like the 

clicker.  

 Repeat.   

When he immediately starts looking at you instead of the treat, cue “Rover, WATCH ME”. 

Release the eye contact with “ALL DONE”. 

Suggested Cue and Hand Signal 

Cue:  “Rover, WATCH ME.” Said in your normal, conversational tone of voice.   

Signal:  TOUCH your index finger to the tip of your nose or point your index and middle fingers towards your dog 

then towards your eyes. 

TOUCH 

A simple and fun game that can be built into so many different things!  A foundation for 

teaching your dog to distinguish between items, turn on/off light switches, pick up items, 

be gentle, move their body in an area, TOUCH is a very useful thing.  Target sticks 

(available at class) are useful tools to guide your dog when walking, and to touching other 

objects, such as turning on/off light switches, retrieving the TV Remote, etc. 

 

Hold a treat in a closed fist; hold your fist out towards the dog.  When the dog’s nose comes toward the fist, click, 

open your fist and feed the dog the treat.  Close your fist without a treat in it this time and see if your dog noses it 

again.  As soon as he does, click then treat!  He just learned that food does not have to be present to win!  This time, 

hold your fist in a different position, maybe out to the side so your dog has to walk a step or two to get to it.  Click 

then treat. 

You can have your dog TOUCH any item. When they are reliably touching, think of a cue that is appropriate.  Do you 

want to just call it “TOUCH”?  Perhaps you want to name the object he’s touching, to teach item discrimination?  For 

more on item discrimination, ask your instructor. 

Do you want a nose TOUCH or a paw TOUCH?  If you want a paw TOUCH and are only getting a nose TOUCH, 

try withholding the click, the dog will likely paw the item in frustration, “Maybe she didn’t see me TOUCH it?!!” and 

escalate his behavior.   
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SIT 

Capturing:   (SIT from stand):  Dogs know how to bend their legs and rest their bottoms on the floor.  By 

clicking during the leg bend, then treating, they learn that this action earns them a reward.  In no time he’ll 

be performing for you and showing off to get a click/treat!  

 Time your click to match the exact time his rear end touches the floor, or just before.  The more you 

practice this, the faster he’ll catch on.  Vary the environment in which you work as your dog gets better.  

Set goals that are understandable and achievable for your dog to earn rewards.  If you make it too hard, they will lose 

interest, get frustrated and quit trying. 

Luring:  With your palm facing the ceiling, hold a small piece of food between your thumb and the side of your 

forefinger, right in front of your dog’s nose, raising it slightly so your dog has to look up. Continue raising it behind 

the dog’s head, towards the tail, not up into the air, so that the dog will SIT.  Click then treat!  (If your dog jumps up, 

you are raising the treat too high above his head, not towards the tail.)  Move so the dog stands up after each SIT.  Do 

this 2 or three times, finishing with the dog standing.  Now wait… just wait. Breathe, relax and watch your dog.  

Don’t hold your breath.  He’s just earned a yummy several times for sitting, so he knows that works. He will try it 

again to test you, to see if it really does work. If he so much as bends his back knees, click then treat that. You do not 

have to wait for the whole SIT.  Keep doing that until you have a dog that is offering you lots of sits.   

Lure from DOWN:  Put a food treat right at his nose and raise it slowly until he goes a sitting position.  Click then 

treat, praise and release “ALL DONE!” 

SIT from DOWN:  These are called “Puppy Push-ups”.  Not only is it great exercise, but a great way to practice sits 

and downs together. When the dog pushes himself up from a laying position, click then treat any movement towards 

SIT.   You can also lure him up to a SIT or often stepping towards your dog will move him back up.  Practice SIT-

DOWN-SIT and DOWN-SIT-DOWN. 

Now review the steps of Clicker Success and keep practicing!  Remember Step # 9 is adding the cue.  When you have 

done hundreds of repetitions and your dog is throwing SIT at you obnoxiously, then you add the cue.  Do you want 

to first add the voice cue (most comfortable for humans) or the hand signal (learned more quickly by dogs)?  You 

decide.  Teach one or the other until it is reliable and then you add the unkown cue before the known cue. 

Suggested Cue and Hand Signal 

Cue:  “Rover, SIT.” Said in your normal, conversational tone of voice. 

Signal:  Bend your arm at the elbow, palm facing up, raise your hand and forearm about 5 inches.  

Release: “ALL DONE!” 

Remember that STAY is different than SIT and will be taught after you have a solid SIT on cue. 

SIT for Your Leash, Please. 

Be prepared.  Have your dog already wearing his collar and have your leash, some very 

small, yummy treats and your dog’s favorite toy on hand.  Note: you will not have to ask 

your dog to do anything; you do not tell him to “SIT”.  We want this behavior to become 

automatic whenever he sees you get out his leash. 

Pick up the clasp of the leash and “snap” it in the air.  After you hear the clicking sound, 

reach down and pay your dog a treat.  Repeat this step until your dog is interested in this 

game and paying attention to you, no longer than one minute at a time.     

Take a one or two minute break and play with your dog with his favorite toy. 
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Repeat steps #2 and 3 for several minutes, ending with step 2.  By now, most dogs and puppies will be sitting in 

anticipation of the treats.   

Reach towards your dog with the clasp of the leash and snap it.  If the dog remains sitting, pay him a treat and praise 

him generously.  If the dog gets up before receiving the treat, ignore him and go back to steps 2 and 3. 

Continue reaching toward your dog while snapping the leash, praising lavishly and rewarding with a treat as long as he 

remains sitting.  Repeat for about 30 seconds to a minute. 

Take a one or two minute break and play with your dog with his favorite toy. 

Begin touching his collar with the clasp of the leash while snapping it.  If the dog remains sitting, pay him a treat and 

praise him generously.  If the dog gets up when you snap the leash, ignore him for a moment and try again.  Repeat 

this for about a minute. 

Take a one or two minute break and play with your dog with his favorite toy. 

Reach out and “snap” the leash onto his collar.  Treat and praise abundantly.  Repeat several times. 

Continue to play this game with your dog daily, practicing in different areas and environments.  As he shows you self-

control and “gets it” (sits as soon as he sees the leash) begin reducing the treats being given from every time, to one 

out of two times, one out of three times, etc.   

The more often you pay this game, the more automatic the response to the leash becomes and the less you will give 

treats.  Remember our goal is for your dog to SIT calmly when he sees you pick up his leash.  We do not want him 

dependent on the treats, but you will still sometimes reward him with food to keep his interest elevated.  Remember 

that you can praise him and reward all good behaviors.  

DOWN 

Some dogs feel uncomfortable in a subjective position such as the down.  Since dogs do this 

behavior naturally; they don’t need to learn “how” to do it.  By clicking your dog whenever 

you see him or her going DOWN naturally, you take advantage of them performing this in 

an environment comfortable to them; teaching them that this is fun, non-threatening and  

earns them great things!  Later, we will add “STAY”. 

Capture:  anytime you see your dog in the act of lying DOWN, Click, toss the treat so your dog has to get up to get it, 

resetting him to perform again.   

 

Shape:  Click even partial downs!  Once the dog is offering partials reliably, do several repetitions, 

then withhold the click to see if he will offer you more out of frustration.  Take whatever he gives 

you, even if it is just a little bit more, click then treat, if you get the whole DOWN – click and 

Jackpot!  (Besides, the “Play Bow” is an adorable behavior all by itself!) 

 

Lure:  from SIT, hold a treat at the dog’s nose then slowly lower it straight down to the floor toward your dog’s paws, 

begin dragging it on the ground away from the dog very slowly.  Imagine you are drawing the letter “L” with the treat 

from the dog’s nose to the ground and across.  C/T as your dog is in the process of lying DOWN rather than after he 

is already resting. 

If the dog is standing, slowly lower the treat from the nose to the floor, angling towards the dogs’ paws.  This will help them “fold” 

backwards into DOWN.   
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You may opt to drag the treat under your leg or other low object to make them crouch to get to it.  As they get better, 

keep shaping a little bit more of what you want until your dog gets it! 

Practice in a quiet environment to start.  Vary the reward schedule.   Increase and change environments, going back to 

a constant reward in the new environment then vary the reward schedule (slot machine payoffs) as the dog is good in 

the new places.    Remember: Jackpot randomly as well as for great performances.  When your dog is ready, put the 

DOWN on cue.  This is done when the behavior is solid and predictable.  Be sure to pick a cue that is simple (one 

syllable) and is not the same as any other cue (some people say “DOWN” to mean “off”) it must be clear to your dog. 

Suggested Cue and Hand Signal 

Cue:  “Rover, DOWN.” Said in your normal, conversational tone of voice.  If you say “DOWN” to get your dog Off 

of people or things, then consider “Drop”, “Lay” or “Lie”. 

Signal:  Bend your arm at the elbow, bringing you hand to mid-chest (like you are saluting the flag),  palm facing 

DOWN, then lower your hand and forearm about 5 inches.  Do not get in the habit of bending DOWN and touching 

the ground. 

Release: “ALL DONE!” 

Remember that DOWN and STAY are two different things and we’ll be doing STAY exercises after your DOWN is 

solidly on cue. 

DOWN From Distance 

WHY?  Let’s say your dog is across a street from you and a car is coming, being able to DOWN your dog and have 

him STAY until it is safe to approach may someday save your dog’s life.   

HOW?  Start by getting a reliable DOWN on cue.  Once you have DOWN proficient on cue, take one small step 

away from your dog and give the cue.  Click then treat if your dog goes DOWN.  Once he is good at this small 

distance, take another small step away.  Continue to gradually increase distance as your dog gets better and better.  

Concentrate first on getting the DOWN from a distance separately from STAY.  Read the section on STAY, working 

duration (length of time the dog STAYs) before distance. 

If your dog get up when you cue the DOWN, it is because your dog has learned to DOWN next to you, therefore he 

assumes he should do the DOWN near you.  To solve this problem, take very small steps (moving even just inches) 

to start.  

 

 You may also need to step in towards your dog to block his path after you give the cue; you may have to lure him 

after you step in a few times.  Increase distance gradually.  

STAY 

Goal:  Dog remains in position until released.  

Duration, Distraction, Distance… Work one at a time, then add in the 

next, get good at one, before moving on to add the next.  Anytime Distraction goes up, 

the others go DOWN.  These are the 3 D’s to a successful STAY! 

Remember, this is nothing like anything else we teach a dog! Everything else is pretty 

much a movement or action on their part. 
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Duration: How long. Start short, reward for non-movement. Vary the time, release ALL DONE and do again. 

While you want to build Duration, you can introduce Distractions, but you want to vary the time, don’t always push 

longer. 

Distraction: What’s happening? Keep distractions to a minimum, slowly adding in more or moving them closer as 

your dog gets the idea. My first distraction is just the treat payment, then arm movement, then legs, long before I try 

to add Distance. Some environments have harder or more powerful Distractions. Work at a level where your dog can 

succeed! 

Distance: How close or far away you are from the dog.  Start close.  Work close. After you have built Duration 

and your dog can handle Distractions, then start adding Distance.  Try to make movements natural. Turn sideways, 

step in and treat.  Avoid dropping treats! It’s nor fair if they are used to getting up to get dropped treats.  Use Ring of 

Fire exercise to teach them that dropped treats are to be ignored until released ALL DONE or are told to TAKE it. 

Have the dog perform an action such as SIT or DOWN but do not click, just praise.   

Say “STAY” and make a movement near your dog.  

If your dog gets up, say “uh-uh” or “too bad”.  You must reinforce/reward all good decisions made by the dog as 

soon as he responds to an “uh-oh”.  This includes freezing in place, hesitation, sitting back down, etc.   

Lure the dog back into the position he was supposed to STAY in. 

Repeat “STAY” and try again.  Practice until your dog stays, rewarding with treats every second, to start, building 

duration slowly:  reward every 2-3 seconds, then 3-5 seconds, then 3-8 seconds, then 5-10 seconds, then 8-15 seconds, 

etc.   

Release with “ALL DONE”.  (Means the dog is done.) 

Vary the length of time your dog stays before you release him. 

Suggested Cue and Hand Signal 

Cue:  “STAY.”  

Signal:  Flat palm toward dog. 

Release: “ALL DONE!” 

Using toys and food for STAY 

Cue “STAY” and show your dog a treat in your hand. 

If the dog moves, close your hand while saying “Uh-uh” or “too bad”.   Reposition the dog and try again. 

If the dog stays, pay the dog the treat in your hand. 

Release with “ALL DONE”. 

HINTS: Be sure to work on the 3D’s separately.  When you work on distance, shorten your duration requirement.  

When working on duration, stay close to your dog.  Slowly increase the time and distance once they are both strong 

individually. 

Many dogs do better when you back away while facing your dog as opposed to turning around and walking away from 

them. Of course, while you are in close, just practicing duration, you will want to turn sideways, back, away, back, etc., 

to get them used to this. 
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Keep your leash still, or drop it on the floor.  Jangling your leash or moving it around will likely pull your dog out of 

the STAY. 

Ring of Fire 

When your dog is staying reliably for 30 seconds, it is time to up the stakes.   

While your dog is staying, place a small treat on the floor well out of his reach. 

Do not say “LEAVE IT”. 

Reward the dog for staying with another treat. 

Be ready to grab the treat from the floor should your dog break the STAY. 

Release with “ALL DONE” and let him get the treat off the floor. 

When the dog reliable stays for one treat on the floor, place a second, then a third, fourth, etc.  Slowly build up until 

your dog is staying with a circle of treats around him, waiting to be released.   Tell him “ALL DONE!” or “TAKE” 

and let him clean up all the treats he worked for. 

30 Minute DOWN STAY 

There are times in life you need your dog to just STAY in one place for an extended period of 

time, such as Thanksgiving or Christmas dinner, or changing a baby’s diaper.  In order for your 

dog to be able to do so, you must practice long stays prior to the real situation happening.  

Practice this daily until your dog is reliable, then practice it regularly to keep them good at it.  

You will need a lot of patience when you start, but you will see huge improvements quickly!  

The rules: 

You must be able to see your dog the entire time, until the dog is ready to have you leave the room.  (Hint: Start doing 

this while you watching TV, with the dog between you and the television.) 

You must release the dog with,”ALL DONE” as the timer’s beeping is not the release cue.  Sometimes release them a 

minute or two earlier than the timer, sometimes release a few minutes after the timer to be unpredictable. 

Set a timer, when 30 minutes is over, the STAY is over, providing your dog is not breaking the STAY at the end of 

the 30 minutes.   

Do not keep resetting the timer every time the dog breaks the STAY, or you’ll never finish! 

If the dog breaks the STAY, take him back to the same spot he was in, get him DOWN and tell him to STAY. 

You may reward the dog during the STAY for being good.  Do not keep repeating “STAY.” 

You may give the dog a bully stick or chew toy to occupy his time, but avoid balls and things that roll away, which 

would cause your dog to get up to go and get it. 

Be patient.  If you write down how many times he breaks the each day, you will notice a huge improvement in a short 

time. 

WAIT 

Goal:  the dog remains in the place you told him to WAIT, until released.  This is informal; the dog can get 

comfortable, SIT up or lie DOWN, but not leave the area or move forward. 
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In the car:  Say “WAIT” while you get out of the car.  Use your leash to prevent jumping out if necessary.  Teach 

“WAIT” for getting in and out of the car.  If your dog pushes past you, put him back where he was and repeat. 

Stairs:  Start at the bottom of the stairwell for safety.  Tell him to “WAIT” and go up one or two stairs.  If he charges 

up, take him to the bottom and repeat.  When you get to the top, call him to you or release with “ALL DONE”.  

Doorways:  Have the dog on leash.  Tell him to “WAIT” while you open and step through.  You may need to quickly 

shut the door to prevent his going through.  Once you go through, tell him “ALL DONE” so he may come through.   

Practice this at interior and exterior doorways. 

Suggested Cue and Hand Signal 

Cue:  “WAIT.”  

Signal:  Fingers spread, palm toward dog. 

Release: “ALL DONE!” 

To Come or Not to Come? 

Many people unknowingly teach their dogs NOT to Come to them long before they start formal 

training.  The dog always has a choice – respond or ignore you...  It is our job to teach the dog 

that coming to you is by far the best thing in life.   It is natural for puppies and most newly 

adopted dogs to want to head your way, so take advantage of the opportunities that occur 

naturally and stack the odds in your favor. 

Practice: Every time your dog is headed towards you, encourage him with praise and toys.  Hold 

a delectable treat against your pant leg to get him all the way in to you (as opposed to stopping 

an arms length away).  Praise, pet and play with your dog when he approaches.  This way you are 

showing him that coming to you is a wonderful thing. 

Never call your dog then punish or scold them.  Dogs don’t live in the past.  Scolding them or punishing them for 

something they did while you were not there doesn’t teach them anything other than that you are not trustworthy.  If 

you call them to you, then punish them, you are punishing them for being good and coming to you.  Would you come 

the next time that person called you?  Why would they ever want to come then? 

What should you do when your dog is Off Leash or playing that “catch me if you can game”? 

Picture in your head your dog turning around and coming to you.  Keep this visual in your head until your dog arrives. 

Ask for HELP from others – Many people will gladly assist you in getting your dog, and many dogs will approach 

other people (or dogs) while avoiding you when they don’t want to get “caught”.  Especially if they can be lured with 

tasty treats! 

Play Chase ME - Run away from your dog.  This may go against our human instincts, but dogs love a good game of 

chase.   

Open your car door - If you can get your dog into your car (or someone else’s’) you now have them confined. 

Bribe them with anything you have that they may want. 

Do not chase your dog.  Instead, run AWAY from your dog.   
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Do not punish or scold your dog once you’ve got them, no matter how frustrated you are.  Doing so will teach your 

dog to NOT come to you in the future. 

Come 

Read “To Come or Not to Come” and begin with the reward exercise of your dog coming to you 

and being rewarded.  When you have a dog that knows that coming to you gets him wonderful 

things, begin these formal training sessions and games. 

Before you start training a cue to Come, carefully select the word and hand signal that you will 

train! The example uses “Come” but if your dog’s response to “Come” is to hesitate, ignore you completely, run away 

or go hide, we highly recommend that simply find a different sound to call your dog.  Many dogs respond extremely 

well to a whistle, but can everyone in your family make that sound?  You can still whistle, but use that as an added 

cue, and as a family train a sound that is unique and will have no bad connotations from the dog’s perspective.  We 

often use a formal cue, one that is trained and not used for our convenience, but saved for that once in a lifetime, I 

really mean it and the response in training is very consistent, and another, informal cue  we use every day for the times 

we are calling the dog because it is convenient, not necessary. (And by necessary, we mean life and death type 

situations!) 

Three Steps to a Reliable Recall 

1. Say Your Dog’s Name then Cue.  “Rover, Come!”  

a. Say it clear, loud and once! 

b. Big hand signal that can be seen and looks enticing 

2. Prompting This is what keeps the dog coming to you! Clap, cheer!  

a. Don’t repeat the name or the command. Find other things to say while you cheer your puppy in! 

3. In Close! Party! 

a. So close the dog has to touch you to get treats 

b. Pet, gently grab collar 

c. Play! 

d. Make coming to you more fun than anything! 

Suggested Cued and Hand Signal 

Come, Aki, Here, Front, To Me, Zuccini, and remember, hand signals need to be seen, so make it something your dog 

can pick out in a crowd or at a distance! 

How to use it: 

Cue:  “Rover, Come!”  In an excited voice. 

Signal:  Right arm straight up in the air or out to the side. 

Release: “ALL DONE!” 

Recall Sequence with Clicker: 

“Rover, Come!” Big hand signal, think long term/long distance. 

Always say the dog’s name followed by the cue.  When your dog hears his name, you are getting his attention and then 

he can do what you ask.   

Your dog does not need to look at you after you say the name before you say “Come” or your cue word. 

Prompt: hand clapping,  (turn and clap, run away), luring, smooching, squealing, etc. 
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Run the other direction if you need to. 

Dog approaches. 

Enthusiastic praise!!!   

Click then treat when dog arrives.  Hold treat against your pant leg, this gets the dog all the way to you, not a few feet 

away. 

Lure dog into SIT with treat (this SIT is always silent, not verbal.  The SIT will become automatic given time and 

repetition; fade the lure as it becomes automatic.)  Lure SIT very close to you, not out and away.  Do not say “SIT”. 

Dog sits. 

Click then treat for SIT.  Release with “ALL DONE!” 

Handler reaches into pocket and delivers food treat or tug toy for game. 

How to start: 

Just let your dog get slightly distracted, step back, keeping a loose leash. Say your dog’s name, Come and begin 

clapping and cheering.  As he arrives, click, then deliver the treat against your knee (adjust for dog’s height) and pet 

the dog.  Lure the dog to SIT and deliver another treat. Pet the dog and praise him lavishly.  

Recall Sequence without clicker: 

“Rover, Come!” Big hand signal, think long term/long distance. 

Prompt: hand clapping,  (turn and clap, run away), luring, smooching, squealing, etc. 

Dog approaches. 

“YES!”  and treat upon arrival – hold treat against pantleg. 

Handler lures SIT with food treat– do not hold treat out and away, you want the dog to SIT very close to you.  Grasp 

dog collar if necessary.  Fade lure as SIT becomes automatic. 

Dog sits (silent, not verbal, this will become automatic with time and repetition.) 

Release with “ALL DONE!” 

Reward with tug toy for game, praise, another treat. 

Things to be aware of: 

Observe what your dog is doing and decide if calling your dog to you would be more exciting to him than what he 

currently engaged in and what the likelyhood is he’ll respond.  If yes, call him, if not – DON’T! 

Randomly call your dog to you and reward with a play session!   

Precede all enjoyable activities with a recall!  Teach your dog that Come is a predictor of great things! 

Do not say “come” when you are walking with your dog.  He’s already beside you and has arrived.  Save “come” for 

when you want him to stop what he’s doing and come to you.  

Your dog doesn’t need to be very distracted to start this. 

Keep the leash loose the entire time, don’t pull him to you with the leash, encourage him with your voice and the reat. 
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PRACTICAL SESSIONS 

Have 2 family members sit at opposite ends of a long hallway, calling the dog back and forth, (Rover, Come!”) each 

time rewarding with a food treat or brief tug of war game when puppy arrives.  Have family or friends sit in kitchen 

doorways or around room calling dog (Round Robin then randomly as the dog gets better) always rewarding with a 

treat or brief game of tug of war. 

HIDE & SEEK 

One person holds the dog while another person hides in the house.  The dog is released after the hiding person calls 

“Rover, Come!”  The puppy is now on a search and rescue mission!  Reward enthusiastically when you are found! 

Meanwhile, the other person can hide! 

After several brief sessions and the puppy is enjoying these games, begin phasing out the prompts (#2) and the 

“you’re getting warmer” feedback (#4), so the dog begins responding to the commands only.  Fade the lure for the 

SIT as your dog naturally does it (do not cue the SIT). After response is reliable, begin a variable reinforcement 

schedule (slot machine payoff) with the food treats, always rewarding with praise and tug toys, balls, favorite toys or 

play with other dogs!   

Always end the games while your puppy still wants to play and is interested.  If you tire out your puppy, you will have 

a hard time getting him to want to play the next time. 

 Come With Distractions 

The following exercises are designed to motivate your dog to come to you rather than others.  Working with a long 

line is advised as opposed to off leash.  Remember when working with long-line that what the the dog is doing is 

important, not the leash.   

Distraction with People/Things 

You will need a partner to help you. 

Have the distracting person holding favored toys or special treats. 

You, the Handler have no treats or rewards on you. 

The dog is on leash. 

The Distractor shows the dog he has the goods, but does not relenquish anything to the dog.  Hype it up, get the dog 

interested! 

Once the dog is fully intent upon the Distractor… 

Handler calls the dog in the usual manner.  “Rover, Come!” Hand signal. 

Dog will likely ignore Handler, pawing and jumping at Distractor.  Distractor ignores all attempts from dog to attain 

rewards. 

Handler remains quiet for a minute.  

Give the dog time to think this through!  He needs to learn that the only way to get what he wants is to respond to the 

CUE from the Handler.  

The moment the dog turns head or makes eye contact with Handler, Handler erupts with praise, encouraging dog (pat 

legs, back up, etc). 

Click movement towards you.  

Treat upon arrival. 

Distractor moves to Handler 

Obtain SIT in front (silent, not commanded)  Lure SIT if needed. 

Release “ALL DONE” while… 

Distractor gives Handler the toy or object used in step 5 which is then given to dog.  (dog is no longer in STAY.)  

Handler plays with dog with toy or otherwise gives item from Distractor.  

Dog learns that the way to get what he wants is to obey the Handler. 
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IF the dog comes to the Handler prior to the cue, ignore the dog.  Switch between Handler and Distractor and utilize 

different people to be your distractors.  The key to success here is repetition! 

 

LEAVE IT 

LEAVE IT simply means, “whatever you’re thinking about or about to TAKE, it is not yours, 

LEAVE IT alone.”  This is different from a cue that means to drop an object they have already 

taken. 

Put a treat on the floor and cover it with your hand or foot without smashing it.  Tell the dog 

“LEAVE IT” in a normal tone of voice.  He may paw or scratch at your hand to get the treat.  

Ignore this.  When your dog looks away from the object, “Yes!” and GIVE him a different 

treat.  Repeat.  As the dog gets better, hover your hand, but don’t completely cover the item. 

Homework Practice: Find 5 objects every day to practice “LEAVE IT” with.  Things may include: laundry, garbage, 

animal scat, the dishwasher, dirty dishes, Kleenex, etc.  

TAKE & GIVE 

A game to prevent resource guarding. Note, these are both different from LEAVE IT, in that LEAVE IT means 

don’t TOUCH it in the first place. 

 “TAKE it” simply means, for the dog to pick up an item or eat a treat, sort of the opposite of LEAVE IT.  We 

practice picking up all kinds of things around the house and giving them to one of us.  It lays the foundation for fetch 

and helps stop resource guarding. 

“GIVE it” means for the dog to GIVE the item to you or release it so you can have it. When you start this at a young 

age, it gets easier and easier because the dog doesn’t have a history of fighting to keep the object.  If you find the dog 

absolutely will not GIVE something, pick up the phone and text or call 206-799-0521 right now.  Don’t wait! 

It is important to not always TAKE things away from your puppy.  Doing so time & time again will result in a dog 

that runs away from you, hides from you or possibly growls or worse to get you to leave him alone.  We play many 

games where we tell the dog to TAKE a treat, ball, kong, etc and then ask him to “GIVE” it back while we hand him 

something even better.  Keep swapping like this and your dog won’t mind when you investigate what he’s got.  

Puppies pick up everything, and chew them, carry them, and sometimes eat them.  We certainly don’t want your 

puppy chewing or consuming something dangerous, so “GIVE” (ask to have it) in exchange for something better, 

then decide, “Will this tiny piece of paper towel really harm him?”  If not, consider giving it back to him.  He’ll likely 

lose interest in it quickly, especially if you start playing with another fun toy, and drop it on the ground and forget 

about it.  However, if it is a truly dangerous object, do TAKE it away, just be sure to GIVE him something awesome 

in return!!!! 

Go to “BED” 

Goal:  To teach your dog to go to a designated place such as his BED, towel, pillow, 

blanket, crate or even your jacket and to remain there until released.  

Place your dog’s BED or blanket on the floor.  Shape him onto it.  (Click then pay for 

small movements onto or around the blanket.  You may start by clicking the dog for 

looking at the BED, then stepping towards it, then touching it, then standing on it, etc.) 

ALL movements, even those you think are accidental count.  You may toss the treat a little 

away to give the dog the chance to move and repeat the shaping process. 
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As your dog “gets it” begin expecting a little more before you’ll click.  This may be body movement if you were only 

getting looks previously or waiting until the dog touches the BED.  Work up to getting all 4 paws on the BED. 

Remember, you are clicking for progress in the right direction.  Don’t get stuck clicking for the same behavior for too 

long, or it will be harder for you and your dog to move on.  

Move your body to different areas surrounding the BED, and turn sideways at different angles as you work.  Your 

dog should not care where you are or what direction you are standing. 

Move the BED to another area and quickly go through the above steps. 

Once your dog readily goes to the BED and stands with all 4 paws on it, begin paying “Slot Machine” style.  Praise, 

then call your dog to you on the times you do not click and pay. 

Add the DOWN/STAY. Since your dog already knows DOWN and STAY or WAIT and you have that on cue, add 

the DOWN/STAY when the dog is offering you behavior of standing on the BED reliably.   

Remember to release your dog with “ALL DONE.” 

Increase distance: gradually increase the distance your dog travels to the BED. 

Increase duration:  gradually increase how long your dog stays on the BED.  Mix it up so the time is unpredictable. 

Add the cue. (“BED”, “place”, whatever you want it to be.)  When your dog is reliable going to the BED and lying 

DOWN (your dog is doing it the way you want) then add a verbal or hand signal.   Remember, once you name that 

behavior, that is the behavior you have. 

Safety Information 

Keeping Your Pet Safe & Healthy 

The following information is designed to help you prevent your dog from having a problem; it is not intended to be 

an exclusive listing of all things potentially harmful for your dog.  It is not intended to take the place of veterinary care 

or advice.  If you suspect your dog is ill, please take him to your veterinarian or local animal hospital.   

A dog’s normal body temperature ranges from 101 to 102 degrees Fahrenheit.  A rule of thumb is that if your dog’s 

body temperatures is at or above 103, or if they are exhibiting symptoms of illness, seek veterinary care immediately. 

Your dog needs to be identifiable should he get lost.  Having your dog microchipped is great, but they also need ID 

tags that give as many phone numbers to reach you at as possible.  Good Samaritans who want to return your lost dog 

to you need to be able to reach you quickly and easily.   

Dog collars and tags do carry their own hazards.  Collars left on while dogs are wrestling can be caught on paws, jaws 

and objects creating a choking hazard, broken jaws and injuries to limbs.  The KeepSafe Break-Away Collar is the only 

collar that has a patented safety buckle that is designed to protect dogs from collar accidents and can be used securely 

with a leash. KeepSafe collars are available at class and highly recommended.  Dog tags can also become caught in 

crates, on fences, in air vents and other objects creating a choking hazard.  Break-away collars are a great idea for all 

dogs, particularly those who are crated or frequently play with other dogs. 

Leaving a dog unattended outdoors can lead to disaster.  Many dogs become neurotic because it is trapped in a yard or 

outdoor kennel while millions of stimuli bombard them.  Not to mention problems of boredom digging and nuisance 

barking.  Dogs are better off indoors, crated until they are trusted with your house, not outside where they can escape 

or get into trouble.  Let us help you make your dog an indoor dog. 

http://www.keepsafecollar.com/pages.cfm?id=25
http://www.keepsafecollar.com/products.cfm?CFID=624704&CFTOKEN=98817720
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Neutering Your Male Dog 

Routine neutering, typically performed around 6 months of age, is a simple procedure causing only minimal 

discomfort, in which the testicles are surgically removed. As male dogs’ brains are “masculinized” with testosterone 

while the pup is still in the womb, neutering your dog will make him no less or more “male” than leaving him intact.  

Neutering can be done earlier or later with your vet’s approval.  

Neutering your dog will allow him to be healthier, happier and calmer.  Neutered males are far less likely to roam, 

mark their territory or be aggressive to other dogs.  Neutered dogs are often more responsive to their owners.   

Neutered dogs are less likely to roam.  A male dog can smell a female in heat miles away.  Leaving him intact means 

leaving him frustrated 365 days a year.  Neutering has many medical benefits.  A neutered dog cannot get testicular 

cancer, and it greatly reduces the chance of prostate cancer.  Chances of getting other diseases of the prostate are also 

decreased as are perineal hernias. 

Every year millions of healthy, well behaved, yet unwanted dogs are euthanized at animal shelters.  We must all take 

responsibility for this tragedy and not allow unwanted pregnancies! 

Spaying Your Female Dog 

Spaying means to completely surgically remove the uterus and ovaries from your dog; it is generally done at 6 months 

of age, but can be done earlier or later.  Once spayed, females no longer have a heat cycle, preventing messy blood 

spotting around the house.  Spaying allows your dog to be healthier, happier and calmer. 

 

The risk of breast cancer is reduced by 99% in spayed females, the leading form of cancer in female dogs.  Risks of 

ovarian and uterine cancers are eliminated.   Pyrometria, the condition of an infected uterus is also eliminated. 

Spayed females are calmer and more responsive to their owners.  It is a myth that allowing a female to “have one 

litter” before getting her spayed will make her more loyal, loving or mature.  The aging process matures your dog, 

being a part of your family for a longer period of time makes her more loving and loyal; having puppies does not.  

Having a litter of puppies presents many medical risks to the dog, including the possibility of needing emergence 

surgery for Cesarean-section delivery, weight gain, hemorrhaging, not to mention the medical expenses!  

 Every year millions of healthy, well behaved, yet unwanted dogs are euthanized at animal shelters.  We must all take 

responsibility for this tragedy and not allow unwanted pregnancies! 

Heat Stroke 

A parked car can quickly become deadly-hot for a dog shut inside.  Even with windows partially opened, and even on 

a cloudy or overcast day, a car’s interior can climb to over 120 degrees Fahrenheit in just a few minutes.  With only 

hot air to breathe, your dog’s natural process of cooling by panting fails.  A body temperature of only 107 (normal 

range is 101-102) can cause brain damage or death from heatstroke.  Heavy panting, glazed eyes, vomiting, dizziness 

and listlessness are signs of heat stress. 

First Aid for Heat Stress  

 Apply tepid (not cold) water all over dog’s body or immerse dog in tepid water.   

Gradually apply cooler water.   

Seek immediate veterinary care! 

Elevate the feet and legs if possible should the dog is go into shock. 
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Poisonous Plants by Category 

Bulbs: Amaryllis, Autumn Crocus, Daffodil, Day Lily, Elephant Ears, Gladiolas, Hyacinth, Iris, Lily of the Valley, 

Narcissus, Orange Day Lily, Tulip  

Ferns: Aparagus Fern, Australian Nut, Emerald Feather (aka Emerald Fern), Emerald Fern (aka Emerald Feather), 

Lace Fern, Plumosa Fern  

Flowering Plants: Cyclamen, Hydrangea, Kalanchoe, Poinsettia  

Garden Perennials: Charming Diffenbachia, Christmas Rose, Flamingo Plant, Foxglove, Marijuana, Morning Glory, 

Nightshade, Onion, Tomato Plant, Tropic Snow Dumbcane  

House Plants: Ceriman (aka Cutleaf Philodendron), Chinese Evergreen, Cordatum, Corn Plant (aka Cornstalk Plant), 

Cutleaf Philodendron (aka Ceriman), Devil's Ivy, Dumb Cane, Golden Pothos, Green Gold Nephthysis, Marble 

Queen, Mauna Loa Peace Lily, Nephthytis, Peace Lily, Red-Margined Dracaena, Striped Dracaena, Taro Vine, 

Warneckei Dracaena  

Lillies: Asian Lily (liliaceae), Easter Lily, Glory Lily, Japanese Show Lily, Red Lily, Rubrum Lily, Stargazer Lily, Tiger 

Lily, Wood Lily  

Shrubs: Cycads, Heavenly Bamboo, Holly, Jerusalem Cherry, Mistletoe "American", Oleander, Precatory Bean, 

Rhododendron, Saddle Leaf Philodendron, Sago Palm, Tree Philodendron, Yucca  

Succulents: Aloe (Aloe Vera)  

Trees: Avocado, Buddist Pine, Chinaberry Tree, Japanese Yew (aka Yew), Lacy Tree, Macadamia Nut, Madagascar 

Dragon Tree, Queensland Nut, Schefflera, Yew (aka Japanese Yew)  

Vines: Branching Ivy, English Ivy, European Bittersweet, Glacier Ivy, Hahn's self branching English Ivy, Needlepoint 

Ivy  

Misc/Uncategorized: American Bittersweet, Andromeda Japonica, Azalea, Bird of Paradise, Buckeye, Caladium 

hortulanum, Calla Lily, Castor Bean, Clematis, Fiddle-Leaf Philodendron, Florida Beauty, Fruit Salad Plant, Golden 

Dieffenbachia, Gold Dust Dracaena, Heartleaf Philodendron, Horsehead Philodendron, Hurricane Plant, Marijuana, 

Mexican Breadfruit, Mother-in-law, Panda, Philodendron Pertusum, Red Emerald, Red Princess, Ribbon Plant, Satin 

Pothos, Spotted Dumb Cane, Sweetheart Ivy, Swiss Cheese Plant, Variable Dieffenbachia, Variegated Philodendron, 

Yesterday/Today/Tomorrow 

Poisonous or Just Not Good for Dogs 

Foods: Grapes And Raisins, Chocolate, Caffeine, Macadamia Nuts, Onions, Sugar, Xylitol And Other Artificial 

Sweeteners, Fish Bones, Raw Salmon, Spoiled/Moldy Foods, Fatty Foods, Ethoxyquin, BHT, BHA, Corn, Wheat, 

Yeast Dough, Corn Syrup, etc.  

Misc/Uncategorized: Antifreeze, Acetaminophen (Tylenol), Insecticides, Flea Products, Bleach, Chemicals, 

Household Cleaners, Battery Acid, Carbolic Acid, Motor Oil, Drain Cleaner, Fertilizer, Glue, Kerosene, Laundry 

Detergent, Turpentine, Plaster, Sidewalk Salt, Putty, Pine Cleaners, Paintbrush Cleaner, Nail Polish, Nail Polish 

Remover, Paint, Paint Thinner, most things found in and around the home, etc. 
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Important Phone Numbers 

Local Shelters/Animal Control 

King County Animal Control   (206) 296-7387 

Seattle Animal Control   (206) 386-4294 

Seattle Humane Society (425) 641-0080 

Everett Animal Control (425) 257-6000 

Homeward Pet 

Missy’s Rescue/Animal Talk Pet Shop 

(425) 488-4444 

(206) 526-1558 

Pasado’s Safe Haven (360) 793-9393 

PAWS (425) 787-2500 

N.O.A.H. (360) 629-7055 

Seattle Purebred Dog Rescue (206) 654-1117 

Emergency Vets  

Animal Medical Center (Shoreline) (206) 204-3366 

Blue Pearl (Lake City & Renton) (206) 364-1660 

VCA (Lynnwood) (425) 697-6106 

Animal Emergency Service (Kirkland) (425) 827-8727 

Emerald City Emergency Clinic (Seattle) (206) 634-9000 

Pilchuck Veterinary Hospital (Snohomish) (360) 568-3113  

Seattle Vet Specialists (Kirkland) 

                                    (Seattle) 

(425) 823-9111 

(206) 624-9111 

Animal Emergency Clinic of Everett (425) 258-4466  

National Help 

National Pet Recovery Hotline (800) 984-8638 

National Animal Poison Control Hotline (888) 426-4435 

Animal Legal Hotline (800) 555-6517 

Emergency Disaster Hotline (800) 227-4645 

Pet Loss Support Hotline  (888) 478-7574 

Spay Helpline (800) 248-SPAY 
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Vocabulary 

Adding a cue is done after a behavior is learned to get a very reliable cue.  To be fair to your dog, everyone should 

speak the same language to your dog.  Please write out the cues that your family agrees to use, with corresponding 

hand signals. You are welcome to copy these pages so that you can post this in a conspicuous place where everyone 

who works with your dogs will refer to it. (Like on the refrigerator.) Put the date on which you begin using the cue.  

Once you begin using cues, you no longer need to pay out for the offered behavior if it was not cued.  Of course, you 

will continue reinforcing good behavior for life, on a variable reinforcement schedule, like a Slot Machine. Rewarding 

good behavior and continuing to use these life skills will help you and your dog to live happily ever after.  

Examples: 

“DOWN” in English can be used to mean, lie DOWN, get DOWN off of something or even go DOWN the stairs.  

However, you should have different cues for each of these meanings for the dog.  Hence, if “DOWN” means “lay 

DOWN where you are,” then another word such as “Off” can be used for “get DOWN off of “ 

Using the chart below, give brief description of hand signal and exactly what words mean what.  For the “Release” we 

recommend “ALL DONE” as you often use the phrase “It’s Okay” or “Okay” in normal conversation, not intending 

it to signal the dog.   

It doesn’t matter what words you use for cues, as long as they are consistent and clear and do not have a double 

meaning. 

These pages are for your use. We recommend that you put them up on the fridge and fill it out as a family as you go.  

That way everyone is giving consistent cues to your dog.  Be sure to share these with your trainer, dog walker and any 

other care provider, too. 

Date  Desired Behavior Suggestions Verbal Cue Hand Signal 

 Release from action or cue  All Done   

 “Lost/No Reward Mark”  Uh!  Uh-Uh!   

 Sit  Sit   

 Lie down (Prone) down   

 Get “off of” or “down from”  Off   

 Go to bed Bed   

 Touch object or hand with nose Touch   

 Touch object or hand with paw Paw   

 Stay without moving  Stay   

 Wait in an area (body movement OK) Wait   

 Come to me & sit in front (formal) Come   

 Come when off leash  (informal) Here, This Way   

 Leave that alone Leave It   
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 Walk in heel position Heel   

 Walk on loose leash Let’s Go   

 Move to heel position Heel   

 Turn (Right and Left) Right, Left   

 Speed up/walk/Heel faster Hurry   

 Slow down/walk/Heel slower Easy   

 Stand (Paws only on ground) Stand   

 Go Potty Go Potty   

 Back up (walking backwards) Back   

 Get into car Load Up   

 Get out of car All Done   

 Shake hands Shake   

 Shake water from wet coat/bath Shimmy, Shower   

 Stop barking/be quiet Quiet, Hush   

 Speak, bark Speak   

 Move out of the way Excuse Me   

 Retrieve/Fetch Fetch, Get It!   

 Take or pick up object Take   

 Give/hand item to person Give   

 Drop item to ground Give   

 Go get a specific item (Name of Item)   

 Find an object Find It!   

 Freeze in place Freeze   

 Clean up “crumbs” Crumbs   

 Get out of area (kitchen, etc) Out   

 Watch Me Watch Me   

 Spin Spin it!   

 Jump Over Over   

 Go Under Under   
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 Play Bow Who’s Your Queen   

 Put head on paws Goodnight   

 Touchdown Dance Touchdown   

 Dance Go Seahawks!   

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

Thank you for choosing Pawsitive Steps to help you and your dog live together in harmony. We hope you have 

enjoyed working with us and learned a lot. Please stay in contact, ask questions as they arise and let us know how you 

are doing! We appreciate your business, but we also appreciate your investment of love, time, training and caring to 

give your special pets a wonderful home! Thank you so much! Please feel welcome to call or text us at any time!  (206) 

799-0521 

Thank you! 

Gayle  

#EnjoyYourDogs! 


